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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13, 1970 

9:32 A. M. 

ormema4.0.0.m..q 

(The following proceedings were had in open oourt 

in the presence.  of the jury, all counsel with the exception 

of Mr, HUghes.being present; the defendants are not 

physically present, in thecourtroom0 

THE COURT: All counsel and jurors are present. 

MR4 BUGLIOS1: May we approach the bench?:  

THE COURT: Yes, 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench out of the hearing of the jury:) 

MR.. BUGL/OSII I just Wanted, to bring to the COurt's 

attention that I 'em very well aware of the Griffin rule, 

of course,, and I will never at any time during my argument 

imply that the defendants Should have taken the witness 

stand. 

BUt throughoUt the defense counsels' arguments 

they constantly said, "Why didn't the prosecution call 

certain witnesses," even if they hadn't said that, but 

particularly in view of the fact they did say that, I intend 

to say repeatedly during my argument, "Why didn't the 

defense subpoena them to the :stand?" 

This will, of course, have nothing to do with 

the defendants. I will be referring to other witnesses 

who sUpposedly, according to. the defense, had knOWledge of 
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certain items, items of evidence. 

And X will merely turn it around and say, "Well, 

certainly we could have called a particular witness like 

1 Sandra Geode, ,but on the other hand they could have called 

-5 • that'witnesas'too." 

am going to place the Court on notice this will 

be an approach of mines  but at no time will I suggest 

.8  that they should have called the defendant, or why :didn't 

9 the defendant testify. 

It will be just witnesses, completely unrelated 

2.  

s 

to the defendant 

?4t,.44611AREK:  Your Honor; I would like to 	just prior 

maniminutes prior 'to' the time that we have Convened in 

oourt I asked the clerk concerning a jury instruction 

matt er  

He indicated to me that the. Court said there was 
4 

no time; the Court'dteCnot wish to hold up the trial. 

1.1 

12 

14 

15. 

16 

17 

18 	
. When may we have that'jury conference/ 

J9 	
, TIM COURT: I don't know; this is the first I've heard. 

20 , 	 Apparently you approached the clerk about five 

21 minutes ago. We were ready to resume the arguMent, 

KANAREKI -Xt was while your Honor was on the 

botch in connection with other matters this morning. 

24 	 THE COURT: Have you presented some requested 

25 jury instruction? 

26 	 Mite KANAHEICI I have a jUry instruction here. 
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THE POURTT T baventt seen any, Have you filed them 

with the clerkl 

KANAREK; 1102  X -would be glad to. X thought we 

would go in thainbers as 'we normally did. X will be glad. to. 

THE COURT: I have no notice other than the fact tt 

clerk said you Wanted to talk about it, 

ometiine before X instruct the jury we will have 

another conference, thenl  at which time you can discuss 

your requested instructions* if you have some..  
4 4:1  

• 

5 

6 

8' 

9 

to 
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12 
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MR. KANAREK: 'Very well. I Would like those as soon 

as possible. 

THE. COURT': litOuld have liked the requested 

instructiOns as soon as possible)  too. 

It has now been considerably in excess 9f a Month 

since we started talking about Jury instructions. 

MR. KAUAREK: That is COrrect. 

The prosecution, and Mr, Keith, have offered 

instructiOns, and we have ̀this matter which we would like 

the Court to oonsider.: 
	

•-• 

THE COURT: ;*ill consider.  it,  We will have another 

conferencei:. , , 

AR. KANARLK1 Thank you.. 

DIR. KEITH: I was dehind,...'Bugliosi andhadiev . 	
#" 
	 ‘e 

difficult time hearinif, Aim, but I did gather the intent to 

make reference to why the' defense didn't Call certain 

witnesses that were available to the defense. 

.% THE COURW: He said' -- well, you'can explain, ' 

B4gIiosi. 

144. BUOIOSI: Xes. 

;Several times the tiefonse attorneys said: 

Why didn't we call Sdnura Goodo4  or Barbara Nedann/ And I 

intend to turn it around and say that they had a right to 

call tnese people, too. 

LE;_. KEITH: For the ,record, in the event that _you do 

that, I Would object to your doing it, and I will cite you 

/ft ••• jp ••• 

4 

6 

8 
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fr 

fr 

witnesses that they could have called. . 

for-misoonduct right now, and I will ask the Judge, -when 

you ,do it -- if you do it, when you do it -- to admonish the 

jury to disrecard it, for the record, rather than Jumping 

up every time. 

'NFL BUGLIOSI: Of coursel  there is authority for it. 

MR. KEITH: S know. There is authority the other way, 

too 

MR. BMIOSI: Only if you' imply the defendant,, 

which t do not intend to do, 1 do 'not intend to dO it and 

I will stay a million miles away from it% But I can 

certainly say that you could have called certain witnesses 

to prove a certain point 

KEITIti X **Id like to protect the record, 

MR% FITpERALD: T,would lIficeto join in that request. 
• 

Tit COURT: The record 'will Show that all defnse 

counsel will be deemed toOlave obJcted and to have cited •  ! 
the prosecutor for misedAduct ifhe makes any reference to 

MR. MAME: YeS. Join in Mr. Keithts comments. 

AR. SHINN; Yes. Join'in the comments. 

THE =MT: The objections will be overruled. 

MR. WOLIOSI; Thank you. 

311, KAMM: Your Honor, in connection with that jury 

instruction matter, all counsel are requesting that jury 

instruction. 

(Whereupon, all counsel return to their respective 

6 

9 
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12 
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13 

14 

15 

X6 

places at aounscl table and the following proceedings occur 

in open ,court within the prosenae and hearing of the jUry:) 

THE COURT: You may proceed with your alosillg  argument, 

Bugliosi. 

'MR,.BUGLIOSI: Your Honor, defense counsel, ladies and 

zentlem2n of• the jury: 

You know, ao I was listening to my colleagues)  

esurs. eitzgerald, Shinn, Kanarek'and Keith, address you:, 

X thought to myself that althouch they learned the law out 

at their respective law ochoolS, they didn't learn bow. to 

b•e magicians. They didn't learn how to pull a rabbit out 

of the hat when there waon't any rabbit in the hat. 

1 

• 

r 1 

", 	• 
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Based on the evidence that came from that 

witness stand during this trial, ladies and gentlemen, 

their clients are as guilty as sin, and there is nothing 

they can,do about it, 

Charles Manson and his co-defendants could, have 

-been. represented by the /ate great Clarence Darrow, and I 

don't see how 12 reasonable Mon and roman could come back 

into this courtroom with a verdict of not guilty. 

I have yet to set the man that can convince 12 

-reasonable men and women that black is white and white is 

black, 

I wonder if any of you folks have read Victor 

Hugets account of the octopus? 

Mr. Hugo says  that no Man can appreciate such 

a fith unless he has seen'it. 

He says that it has the aspect of scurvy -and 

angrent. He describes it as disease embodied in monstrosity. 

It doesntt have any beak-to defend itseif like a bird, 

0  claws like a lion,. xis teeth like an alligator. 

But it doti:havewhat.one could call ,an 

nk bag, and when it is attacked it lets out a dark fluid 

ram that ink bag, thus making all 'the' surrounding water 
" 

ark and murky, enabling the octopus to, escape into the darlEv 

Now, I ask you folks: Is there any similarity 

etween that description of the, ink bag of the octopus and, 

he defense in this case? 

19 

20 

21' 

22 

23 

A 
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Has the defense argued any real,valid, legitimate 

defense reasonably based upon the evidence?, Or have they 
Ad by 

sought to employ. the ink bag *sale octopus/making every-
A04447X-44-N.d-oco 

thing dark and murkyr 	 into the darkness? 
, 

KANAREKi 'Your: Honor, that is improper argument. 

N4 dbfense was pui'on. Theburden'is upon the 

prosecution to prove their case. ,c'foi because of that, this • , 
is improper argument, your HOnor. 

THE COURT: The objection is overruled. 

The prosecutor was- ObviOusly referring to the 

arguments, • 

R. UNARM ..1.1e said "Defense," your-  Honor. 

THE COURT: All right. Objection is overruled. 

ER. BUGLIOSI: The answer. to that question, ladies 

and gentlemen, is an easy answer.' 

They have sought to employ the ink bag of the 

octoptS. for the simple reason that that is the only defense, 

they have-to these seven murders: 

The only problem for them, of course, is that 

"the ink bag is not a legally recognized defense to murder. 

There are defenses to murder: Self defense, 

prevention of a felony, defenSe of others. But the ink 

bag hasn't yet reached the statutes*  the law:boOks4 

You Tieuldnit lose any money if you, wagered that 

it never 
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2-b 

2 

Stated'inailotheioway3- each 

sought to .54tit a giant spoke:Screen. 

• 
defense counsel has 

l*un'd the; facts in 

    

3 
this case. Their only hope,  is that you are gpipg to be 

unable to see through the evoke screen to the facts and 
4 

, 5 
come back with a verdict of guilty. 

They are hopeful that your vision of the facts is 

going.te be obscured by the smoke screen and by the dart 
7 

fluicq the ink bag. 

. MR, UNARM: .Your Honor, 'that is improper argument. 

I make a motion that the adMitted testimony get . 
.9, 

10 
befoxe the jury, that the jury have each and every bit of 

11 

admitted testimony. 

I make that motion here in open court, on the 

14 
basis of equal protectien of the law and due process of, 

16 

19 

15 - 
law under the lath Amendment. 1 ask that that be done, 

THE COURT: /*Op are interrupting the prosecutor's 

17 
argument with an improper objection, And I will ask you to 

sit down. 

MR, KANAREK: May I have a ruling? 

THE. COURT: Denied. 

;'roceed. 

MR. BUGLIOSI: X intend to penetrate that smoke screen 

23 
and clear up the water which defense COunseI have sought to 

muddy, So that .you fcats can -clearly See the evidence, 

the facts, the issues in this' case, so-that you are,going to 

26 
be able to behold the form of the retreating octopus, and 

V 

20' 

21 

22 

24 

25 
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bring these defendants back tO face Sustice. 

The only real. problem I am going to have in 

E.vin; My final summation is that •there is so much evidence 

against these defendants and it is so 'obvious that they 

are suilty that I have to actually fight from being com-

placent:  and I have to state the obvious which human beings 

.Lluve a tendt:„ncy not tp want to concern thenselves 

If I were Just to Let up here in my final summation 

zc,y 	defendants are guilty and '.o come back with a 

wtrdict of not guilty-- I mean with a verdict of4guilty 
,,f0;4w,mr.ora 0;4" 

and not argue to you in great depth,lt at apps ach on my 

part would be rather arrogant. 

15 

16 ' 

17: 

13' 

19 

26 
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14 

hall.f$  but close to three days, In no event will it be 

as long as the four collective defense arguments. 

rT 

22 

23 

,24 

2$ 

6 

20,901 

a 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

You might thereby be influenced in your verdict 

by that negative impression, mu I am going to respond to 

defense counsel's argument, and Iom going to respond in 

considerable depth. 

.I am not going to be complacent, and I am going 

. to state the obvious. 
6 

However, I doW,t intend to respond to each and 

every solitary argument $0,440 by each defense attorney in,  

this ease; I think Collectiveiy.  they :argued fait  about' two 

Wax. You may rest .assured I am not going to be up. here 
• f 

.for two weeks, ten days 	
, 

on the'other hand,1 am not gqing'i 

to be up here for ten minutes either.  

1 Mill do my very best to keep my ,final Smimiqtion 
• 

down to possibly two days, but the Chances are, twd and a 

I am going to break my closing argument down 

into five basic areas: 

First, I will respond to defense counsel's 

arguments about the doctrine pf reasonable doubt and 

circuMstantial evidence. 

Then I Will respond to miscellaneous arguments 

by the defense attorneys in this case.,  

Next I will respond to the defense counsel's 

arguments with respect to T4nda Easabian; that is, the 

immunity, the accomplice rule, LSD, her credibility as a 

1. 

2 

'3 

4 
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Elext I will respond to each defense attorney's 

contention that the prosecution did not prove the guilt 

of these defendants beyond a reasonable doubt. 

This vill, necessitate my going over the main 

items of evidence against each defendant oa the Tate and 

Le Mance murders. 

This will also include of course a discussion 

of MansontS domination ever Tex Watson and the three 

female defendants, and also the primary motive for these 

murders, Helter Skelter, 

Finally, I will make some closing observationA. 

R. UNARM: Your Honor, I would like at the outset 

then, I would like to make a motion in connection with this 

purported domination by' kit. Manson. my motion is that the 

Court ..... 

THE COURT: Counsel will approach the bench. 

(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench out of the hearing of the jury:) 

THE COURT: State your notion, MY. Ranarek. 

1R. WARM: My motion is this, your Honor: 

That the Court instruct the jury that there is 

no evidence in this record which -,- from which the jury can 

make any inference of any domination over -- 

THE COURT: NOw, listen, Mr. Kanarek, Itm going to 

tell you something right now. 
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10 
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12 

13,  ' 

14. 

as 

16 

17 

18 

 

ig 

 

20 

20,903 

This is improper and you know it. Yod are 

interrupting the prosecution attprneys arguments, like you—,  

tried to disrupt the direct testimony of all of the key 
• 

wdtnesses in this case from the beglAning.. 

I warn yoU, sir, if you keep it up X will find 

you in contempt of court. 

And I mean what I Say, 

ER. KANAREK: Your Donor has not even let me finish 

the motion. 

COURTt / have heard enough. You can make all 

the legitimate objections yOn have a.  right to make, but when 

you start nonsense like this I an not going to let you get 

away with it. 

N. UNARM: This is not nonsense. 

VE COURT: Now, go back and sit down. 

(The following proceedings were had in open 

court in the presence and hearing of the jury:) 
)4- 

tWLIO$I:IrNo. 1, reasonable doubt and circum- 

stantial evidence. 

No. 2 miscellaneoud.' 

No. a, Linda Rasabian., 
N. 4, the main items of evidence against each 

defendant and, lastly., some areal observations. 

Letts talk about this doctrine of reasonable 

I 

10
2. 

 
3 

4 

21 

22 

28 

24 

doubt: • 	25 

The word "beyond," in the term "beyond 
26 • 
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a reasonable doubt," is a rather confusing -word, especially 

to lay people. 
2 

The principal definition of the word beyond 

'in the dictionary is of course "more than, over and above." 

This is not the sense in which the word beyond 

is used in the term beyond a reasonable doubt.' 

There is a• secondary definition of the word 
7 

beyond in the term beyond a reasonable doubt, and that is 

'to the exclusion of -- to the exclusion of." 

	

9 	' 

	

10 	 This is the sense in. uhiat the word beyond is 

U 
The prosecution has the burden of proving the 

guilt of these defendants to the exclusion of all reasonable 

	

doubt, not all possible doubt, ati reasonable doubt.
14 	 -  

Of courSe there istall the difference in the 

'world between-a poirsible doubt and a reasonable doubt. 
y ... 

worst So with this in utind,-we can completely eliminate tne  

	

17 	 i -, 
libeyond" from the term beyond a reasonable doubt, and come 

18  
* r 

1 

22 	 If you do have a reasonable doubt of the guilt 

24,  of these defendants, acquit. 

-Tie have eliminated the word "beyond" from, the 
24,  

• 25 
term beyond a reasonable doubt, and we still have a very 

accurate statement and definition of the doctrine of 

15. 

1§ 

19 
 up with this 

2° 	
If you do not have a reasonable doubt of the, 

-1 

'used in the term beyond a reasonable doubt. 

:1 

guilt of these defendants, conviat 	 , 
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reasonable doubt. 

Now, obviously, ladies and gentlemen of the 

jury, the doctrine of reasonable doubt certainly does not 
3 

place an Insurmountable burden on the prosecution because 
if 

if it did we would never be able to- secure a conviction in 

any case. 	 , 

doubt is 

relating 

As his Honor 	instruct you, a rGagona,Dat 

not a mere possible doubt, because everything 

to human affairs, and dePendlng on isral, 

is open to some pos$1ble or imagiaary doubt. . ,r 

His Honor. 	Instruct you that the prosecution 

does not have the burden of offering that degree of proof 

which excludes all possibility of error, and produces ' 

absolute certaintylo

41 	

o 

41;1011 degree of proof is rarely if ever possible. 

Only moral certainty is required. 

His Honor will instruct you that moral certainty 

Is 'Simply that degree of proof which produces conviction 

in an, unprejndicedmind. 

Now, isltp Fitzge'rald scid that the prosecution 

thy: burden, of proving the gu1lt of these defendants 

o a near certainty. 

His Honor will give you no such instruction, 

tiv ab$oulte certainty nor near certainty is required. 

Only moral  certainty is required. 
• 25 

a fIS. 
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. 
	MR. KANABEK: Your Honor, I' must object to that because 

2 of the,  case law of the State of California which Mr. 

- 3 Pitgerald pointed .out to Mr. Bugliosi, your Honor 

	

4 
	52HE COURT: Overruled. 

AR. 151MLIOSIL Only .coral crtainty is required, ladies 

and gentlemen. You. will take your law not from Mr. 

Fittgerald t6r from,ir Eanarek, but from Judge Older-. 

	

a 
	 certainty is that ,degree of proof which 

produces Conviction in an unprejudiced Mind. - 

In suMmary,:then,,,the pro0CutiOt3doep pot, 

Yi 'repeat, the prosecution does' not have the burdenoiproving• 

12 the guilt of these defet440-to'the'point . where you are 

absOlutely positive and absolutely certain and absolutely 

	

14 
	sine that they are guilty, and have no doubt 	ae e-r  in 

• 35 your mind of their guilt. 

	

16 
	 That is pot the law, because, at- his Honor will 

Instruct you., such degree.of proof is rarely if ever 

18. 
 posSible. 

	

19 
	 We only have the burden of proving the guilt of 

20 these defendants to' the exclusion of all reasonable dOubt„ 

not all possible doubt. 

	

,22 
	 So the feet that you Might have some small doubt 

ga in your mind back it the jury rooms. of the guilt of these. 

24: defendants-rand for the life of me I don:ft even know how 

25 You tan have a stall doubt7i-but. assuming that.you have a 

26 stall'doUbt, this does not mean that you are thereby duty—

bound to oote ba0k into thit courtroom, with a verdict 
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20,  

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

• 25 

; 
Of not, guilty. 

It is only if you, have a reasonable doubt. 

‘4igrcan define the word reasonable r  JUSt as well as 

114  I can,sound.„ sensible,, logical doubt based ,on the evidence 

that.came from that witness stand. 

Of courseo.based on the evidence that name from 

that witness stand, ladies and gentlemen,, not only isnIt 

there a reasonable doubt of the, guilt of these defendants}  

there is, absolutely no, doubt whatsoever that they are, guilty 

as charged. 

Defense counsel, particularly Mr. Keith, who., 

argued it with more - precision than the other defense 

attorneysl  and he dwelt on it in greater depthitall four 

of them argued that the People's case is based on circum-

stantial evidence., and'hvIreferred to the instruction 

where the People's ease is based on. circumstantial evidence 

you cannot find the defendants guilty unless the proved 
.t4 

Circumstances are not only consistent Withttheory they are 

guilty„ but are irreconcilable with any other rational 
/1 

conalution. 

Let me male one point clear at the very beginning. 

When his HonorgiVes you that instruction. he is 

not telling you that the People's case is based on 

circumstantial, evidence. He .s telling you that if you 

find that, the People's' case is based on circumstantial 

evidence, then that instruction applies. 
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His-jionor will give you this instruction, and 1 

quote, this willbe:at'the end of the instructions he 

,gives youl.h, Will Say:,  

'You have been instructed as to all 

the rules of law that .m§ty be necessary for'g64'.i 

to reach a verdict. Whether some o$ the 

up instructions will aiplY will depend.upop your 

determination Of the facts. 

hY04 will, disregard any instruction which 

applies to a state Qf facts which. yQu determine 

does not exist. ' 

"You - must not conclude from the fact that 

an instruction has oeen. given that the Court is 

expressing any opinion as to the facts." 

$o it is up to yea, you folks, to make that 

determination. 

New, very arguably, that instruction on eircum..,  

stantial evidence4606 not apply to this' case for the 

simple reczoa that the People's case was not only based 

on.circumstantiaI evidence -- 

ME.,1,CANARLKI Your Honor, as to 	tianson, that is 

improper argument. The prosecution has. stated that 

• ibir. Uanson is not present at any of the scenes of these 

events, therefore, h4 definition the case must be circum, 

stantial as to Mr.. Larson, aria, therefore 1 ask the Court 

to make- the proper statt:ment in that regard, because 

3. 

4 

5 • 

6 

7' 

9 

• 10 • 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

,16 

17 

1B, 

19 

'20 

21 

• 22' 

23 

24 

• 25 

26 

Q.. 
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clearly as to 112, V.anson his argument Is improper. 

TIC COURT1 Overruled. 

3 
	 Continue/  Mr, Bugliosi, 

MR. BUGLIOSI: The People's case, ladies and gentlemeA, 

is based on circumstantial evidence and direct eVidence. 

Incidentally, I 'am, going to have a few words to Say 

About Irving Kanarek, just wait, it will be coming, maybe 

a half hour from noW. 

It is based on eircuMstantial and direct 

10 
evidence. The direct evidence is that Linda Kasabian, 

ladies and gentlemen, was an eye witness to the murders of 

Steven Parent, Voityck Vrykowski and Abigail Folger, and 

of course eye witness testimony. is direct evideride., not 

cirdumstantial. 

And Linda Kasabian's testimony with respect to 

Manson's orders on ,the nits of the Tate and La Bianca 

mmrderS;, is direct evidence of MansOnts membership in and 

leadership Of the conspiracy to commit murder as. alleged 
, 	• 	' 	 • 	- 

in Count' number VIII.of ti 4 Indictment.,  

MR, ZANAREK1 I, dust object to thata 7rour Honor, 

that is an improper statement of the law.  

T1E COURT: Overruled. 
t 	' 

NR. BUGLIOSI: In fact, Uncials testimony with 

respect to her being with the other defendants in this 

case on the two nights of murder is direct evidence 

against them of their membership in the conspiracy to 
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commit murder. 

Actually, circumstantial evidence 

other than eye witness testimony, 114e witness 

20t910  
• \ 

is all evidenc;lo 

testimony 

it 

being direct evidence. 

MR. KANAREK: Your Hon0r)  1 r,ust object to that. 

There are situations where ;direct ••=11. ban 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Your Honor, may we approach the 
• 

on this? 

bench 

THE COURT: Yes you may. 

(The following i5rOceed3.ngS A,were had.at the' 

bench out of the hearing of the jury.0 

MR. BUGLIOSI: He is hturtYng'the leffeCtivenesS of my 

argument. 

THE COURT: Mr. Kanarek, 1 donrt want to hear a word 

tram you until 1 tell you -- 

MR,. KANAREK: Very Weil. 

BVGLIOSI: He is hurting the effectiveness of my 

argument, your Honor. 

THE- COURTI There is no question about that, and there! 

is no.  question about what he is trying to do. 

it a number of times during this trial. 

done exactly the name thing, I =going to do it again. 

I warned you about iti'Mr. Kanarek. This is your last 

I had to find him in contempt twice for having 

I

He has done 

I 

warrilmg,. 

MR. KANAREK1 My argument is he is improperly arguing 

1 

3. 
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the law; 

THE COURT: You may disagree with' his argument, that 

,does not make it Improper. 

MR. KAW,REK: Ile cannot argue improper law to the 

JurY. 

THE COURT: Ho is not arguing improper law to the jury. 

NOW, this is going to be your last warning, 

Nr, Kanarek. _1 am giving you fair warning it you keep 

.trying to disrupt the prOseCUtor's argument like this, makin 

10  these frivolous objecttosn4 arid motions, I am- going to find 

you in. contempt; 

You, are not preeluded Brom making ap. reasonable 

arguMents -and motions -. you are interrupting me, sir. 
, 

This is your lastwarning'Mr. Kanare...1'Want 

you to clearly understand that. 

MR. KANAREK: When, your.HonOr'says that, thin that 

denies .the right to effective counsel -- 

THE COURT4 You May make every objection yOu care to*  

!but when you' make frivolous .objections, when it obviously 

for the purpose of interrupting and dietracting and 

disrupting the argument, or distraeting the jury from the 

onteht of the argument, then I am,going to do something 

bout it, and that is eXactIy what you have been doing now. 

ou haVe done. it numerous times befOre in this trial. 

You are not going to at away with it. 

MR. KANAREK: Your Honor is-not listening: to me. 
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THE COURT: That is all.. Let's proceed. 

(The following proceedings were had in open court 

in the presence and heArin4 of the jury:? 

BUGLIOS/: AS I was indicating, we are going to.  get 

'throUgh:this argument despite his, gross conduct, ladies 

and, gentlemen* 

MR. UNARM Your Honor, must object to that, that 

comment of Mr. B4g1iosi. May we approach the bench on that? 

Vat COURT:.  Overruled. Let's proceed. The jury Will 

disregard the last comment of Mr. Bugliosi's. 

Let's proceed. 

MR. BTMLIOZI: AS I was indicating„ ladies and 

gentlemen,t.c;Itcwiztan,bial evidence i4 all _evidence other 

tftwq_Fil-rectevidence. ,Direct evidence being eye witness 

testimony. 
4L 

Even 'Kee- defendant's confession, even finger- _ 

prints are circumstantial evidence. 
4 	4 

As Z indicated during voir dire, About a half 

year ago -- I hate to -say .it's that long ago, but that is 

about when it was, it Started on June 15th, direct 

evidence is evidence which proVes a fact in issue without 

the necessity of drawing any inferences. 

Circumstantial evidences  on, the other hand, is 

evidence ,that tends to prove a tact in isSue by proving 

another fact. 

i4W-only * is Linda Kasabian's testimony with 
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' 

.AA4 
respect to tphe obserVing the murders of Steven Parent, . 

VOityck Frykowski and Abigail Folger direct evidence)  but 

Linda's testimony with respect to the other four murders is 

4 the virtual equivalent of direct evidence. 

Linda's testiMony„ ladies and, gentlemen, places 

6 Susan Atkins, Tex Watson and Patricia trenwinkel at the 

. 7 scene of the Tate murders, and her testimony places Tex 

8 Batson, Patricia Krenwinkel and Leslie. Van Houten right out 

in the street in front of the La Bianca residence. 

10 
	 Xow, although she didn't actually observe the 

urders of Sharon Tate and' Jay Sebring and Leno and Rosemary 

12 a Bianca, she physically places these defendants right at 

13 he two murder scenes, which i,s the virtual equivalent of 

44 • 
 

ireet evidence.. 

15 
	 To:belieVe lthat at the very, same time these 

16 efendants were at the two murder. scefies ;some unidentified 

17 arty or third parties arrived dt the scene and Murdered 
3 

18 heron Tate, Jay Sebring ara4)eno and :Rosemary pa Bianca 

19 s 

20 
	

tinterTla circumstantip.1 evidence situation in a 

21 riwinal cape would be exemplified by the example I gaVe 

22 you during voir dire,41.4e defendant is charged with a 

23.' urglary Of a TV repair shop; two TV sets are stolen; no 

24 ye witness to the burglary, no one can even place the 

25 efendant near the Scene of the burglary. An hour or So, 

26 ater he is driving his vehicle; he is stopped by a police 
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officer for a traffic violation, and, the officer Gees the two 

TV sets in the back seat of his car, car, 

NOW, the defendant's possession of thOse two TV 

sets is circumstantial 'evidence that it was he who 

,committed the burglary.' . 

	

6 	
.This burglary.4hypothetical, where there are no,  

eye witnesses, and no one can even place the defendant.at 
7' 

8 
the scene, is a classic situation Where the instruction on 

circumStantial evidence wOuld apply. 0 

	

10 	
The evidence in this trial simply does not fit 

ft .:comfortably into that instruction for the simple reason 

12 
that Linda saw three of the murders, ladies and gentlemen. 

od.144 
THer testimony with respect to the other four 

murders is the virtual equivalent of direct evidence. 

1,47et's assume for the sake of argument, let's 

16 assume for the sake of argument/  that the People's case is 

based, on circumstantial evidence. 

Well, what in the Itorld is wrong ,with circum- 

stantial eVidenCe? It .4j114t'happeris to be the most Common 
, 	* 

20 
type of evidodoe n a criminal trial, and., at his Honor 

will instruct4yOu„ the law. shoW6 no` preference tor' direct' 
'21 

22 
evidence. over circumstantial evidence as a means of proof. 

23' Sometimes directeVidence 	bettersthan,Circum- 

stantlil evidence and sometimes the opposite is true. 

	

25 	
A perSon with poor Vision obserVes a burglar 

fleeing the scene of a burglary at night, and he only•gets 

I • 
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a brief,glanct:of cthat'burslar. That is direct evidence. 

Certainly it would not be nearly as robust, 

nearly as stron4 as the'burglar/s.cOnressiorf or` his Tinge ,W

prints being found at, the: scene. 

Defense cbunseI want''` you to balieve,.Iadies 

and gentlemen)  that those:instructiOnsYon circumstantial 

evidence favor their clients. 

Well, let's 'put those instructions,  under .a 

microscope. Let's put then under a microscope, and see 

whether they faVor the prosecution or the defense. 	t
i 

Let's cIosely.g0 over the following instruction' 

again: 

"Where the People's ease is based on circum-

stantial evidence, you are not permitted to find the defen-

dants guilty unless the proved circumstances are not only 

consistent with the theory they are guilty, bUt are 

irreconcilable with any other rational conclusion." 

Now, not•efr  the language of that instruction is 

not irreconcilable with any other conolusiOn, as Mr. 

Fitzgerald said once in hiS argument, Be left out a word. 

It is irreconcilable with any other ptipaita. 

conclusion. 

And I submit that the word rational is somewhat 

synonymous with the Word'reasonable. 

So the loy Word I want to emphasize and underline 

. in your minds, the word which Mr. Fitzgerald glossed over, 
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2 

a 

4 

5 

6 

10 

11 

12 

13 • 

14 

15 

16 

, 	17 

13 

is the word "rational," 

The third and final time I will go over that 

instruction now, we will concentrate on that word 

rational; 

You are not permitted to find the defendants 

guilty unless the prOved arcumstances are not only 

consistent with the theory that they are guilty but aze  

Irreconcilable with any Other rational conclusion. P 

QuestionfliesideS the rational conclusion that 

the evidence in this case points toWards the guilt of 

these defendants, would another rational conclusion, be that 

the evidence in this case points towards their innocence? 

19 
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2. 

Would that be anotherrational conclusion? Or 

would that be one of these far out, imaginary, anything-

is.vossible type Conclusions? 

I submit, ladies and gentlemen, that a 

conclusion that the evidence in this .case points towards 

the innocence of these defendants{  it to ridiculous, it 

doesn't even risetoth'eAignity of being absurd. 

If the only rational conclusion from this. 
A  

. 	 5 	, 
evidence is that- the evidence pointS towa rds gait, and 

there is no other rational conclusion that it points'towfirdi, 

innocence, then, under that very instruction, the one which 

Keith and This co-counsel say is, favorable :to the 

defense, under that very instruction, you should dome back 

into this courtroom, as I know you will,. With a verdict of 

guilty. 

Of course,,given any set of facts and circum-

stances, people can reach as many cone sions as the 

power and fertility of their mind fitiutd permit, but not 

all would be reasonable and rational conclusions. 

Mt. Fitzgerald mentioned another instruction 

on circumstantial evidence. He misquoted it, leaving out 

the most important word in the instruction. 

• Ve said that in a circumstantial evidence case I 

if there are two interpretations of the evidence,, you. have ' 

to adopt that interpretation of the evidence that paints 

towards innocence. 

4 

5 

6 
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that these'defendantS are guilty: 

11 

12 
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. 	23 

21 

22 

23 

24. 

26 

a moment. 

The instruction doesn't say if one single 

solitary piece of evidence is susceptible to two reasonable 

interpretations. That instruction refers to looking at 

all the evidence in this case, all• of the circumstances. 

lf, when you look at all the evidenee, there 

are two reasonable interpretations, then and only then 

should you accept that interpretation of the evidence 

which points towards innocence. Because the instruction 

goes on to say -- the instruction goes on to say -- if there 

are two interpretations, onetwhich is reasonable and the 

other one which is unreasonable, as his Honor will instruct 

you, you should reject the unreasonable interpretation and 

accept the reasonable interpretation'. 

Certainly,,aadies and'gentlemen, the most 

reasonable interprtation; of the evidence in this case is 

20 918 

4-2 

.3 

The instruction he misquoted, and the one he 

referred to, provides: If the evidence is susceptible of 

two reasonable -- there is that, word "reasonable" again --

two 7reis-6061-6- iiiteitlretations,,one .of which points toward 

the defendant's,gOlt and the other to his innocence, it 

is your duty to adopt that interpretation which points 

towards innocence and reject that interpretation Which 

points towards guilt. 

1.2t's - stop and talk about that instruction for 
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21 
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An interpretation that the evidence points 

towards the Innocence og these defendants has !";at to be 

unreasonable. It hrs 	to be vidicalcus. It lacL, 	to 

be absurd. 

Mr. Fitzvxcld told you that in a circumstLntial 

evidence case each link in c. chain of circumstances has to 

be proven beyond a reasonable doubt. " 

First of all, the instruction on circumstantial 

evidence doesn't talk about any chain. 

It is a set of circumstances, not a chain of 

circumstances. 

4-3 	
1 
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That "link in. the chateargument is so old, 

I thought it went out with high button shoes. Yet bit. 

Fitzgerald is talking abouP a link in a chain.. 

I will tell you in just a few moments why I 

think he used that word. 

It is A set of circumstances, not a chain of 

circumstances. 

I will tell you what defense counsel' attempted 

to do during their arguments. 

Without directly stating it, they tried to get 

you, to believe that if there were 100 facts, or mart facts, i 

circ4mstantially pointing towards the guilt of -their 

client*  but two or three facts, or even one fact, pointing 

towards :their innocence, you are duty bound to come back 

with a verdict of not guilty. 
A 

Now, they4dn't ee0e out and say it expressly. 

They didn't say it expzoessly 'because, No. 1, it is not the 
- 	 • 

law. That is the first reason. e.  Mo. 2, if they said ti  
you would reject it out of hand. 

But by innuendo, it aloSt*seeM,4 they tried ;, 

to implant that idea it your minds, to you would unconsciously 
1 

start thinking in that direction. 

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, it is up to, 

each'of you individually to- decide what set of circumstances 

is necessary to personally convince you of the guilt of 

these defendants, and what facts are present or missing from 
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4a-2 	that set of circumstances to personplirconVince you of tho' 

2 guilt of these defendants. 

There is no specific •set of facts, DO specific 

set of circumstances, which, as a matter of law, has to be 

shown to you to convince you of'the guilt of these, 

defendants. 

Vor instance, his Honor is not going to tell 

you that facts A, B, '0, 102 E, F add iG have to be proven, 

and if one fact is missing you have to come back. with a 

verdict of not guilty. 

It is cadpletely up to you, completely up to 

you; 'what set of circumstances and what facts are necessary 

to oonv4hoe YoU, of the guilt of these defendants. 

Mr. Fittgerald said that you could not consider 

any item of circumstantial evidence -- I 4% quoting him 

:now --Imaless it points unerringly to the guilt of these 

defendants. 

xs 	 There- is absolutely no such rule of law, and 

• 19 his Uonor is not going. to give you any such instruction. 

20 	 Mr. Shinn even went a step further and said: 

21 	 You have to look at each piece of circumstantial 

22 ' evidence, and if it doesn't convince you beyond .a reasonable 

23 doubt that the defendants are guilty, you have to disregard 

4 

it 	' 

Thera is no such rule of law, no such rule of 

law, and  his  Honor will give you no Such instruction., ladies 
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and gentlemen. 

I think the defense counsel's problem, I think 

their problem is that• they misconceive, they misconceive 

circumstantial evidence. 

Circumstantial evidence, ladies and gentlemen, 

is not like a chain the, way Mr. Fitzgerald says, It is 

not like a chain at all. 

If it were, then you could have a chain extend-,  

ing the span of the Atlantic Ocean, from Nova Scotia to 

Bordeaux, France„cons;sting of millions of links,• and 

one weak link in thattan4 the chain is broken. 
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4b-1 

26 

Oircumstantiai evidence, ladies and gentlemen, 

2 
is like a rope. It is like a rope And each fact is a 

strand of that rope. And as the prosecution piles one fact 

upon another, one circumstance upon another, we add strands 

and we add strength to that rope,, until it is strong enough 

to bind these defendants to justice. 

If one strand breaks -- and I am, not conceding 

for •a moment that any strand has broken in this case -- 

but if one strand breaks, that rope is not broken like a 

io 
chain is broken if one link breaks. The rope isn't even 

weakened. Its strength hasrOt even been dished.. 

- Why? Because there are so many 040he4F so many 

other strands of almost steel-like strength, that 

more than strong enough to bind these defendants to justice. 

That is what circumstantial evidence is all about, 

ladies and gentlemen. 

X wonder where Mr.• Fitzgerald got the word "chain='? 

WOnder where he, got the word "chaiel A. link in a chain, 

he said. 

20 • 
	 Now, true, one isolated fact or circumstance 

21 
'might be compatible with innocence if you were to look at it 

h.i494  

in a vacuum, if  you were to 140k at it by itself4Vhen you 
'22 

folkS..gO back to, that jury room., you are going to have to 
23, , 

look at all, the evidence, the totality of the evidence, all 
24 

of the circumstances, the entire picture, not just one 
25 • 

single, solitary isolated facto 

4 
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And when you do look at all the evidence and all 

of the circumstances in this cases  you are led to the 

Irresistable conclusion that these defendants are guilty. 

40 We see, ladies and gentlemen, that, not only` 

isn't this 4 classic "ease Of circumstantial evidence, 

since we have  eye witness. testimony to three of the mur-

ders, and the virtual equivalent or eye witness testimony 

to the other four, but even assuming that that instruction 

on circumstantial evidence is applicable, it favors the 

prosecution, not the defense. • — 
Why? Aecause the circumstantial evidence in ! 

r 	 • 

this caSeis so powerful,. so massive, that the, Only rat/04a' 

conelUslonl  the only rbasonable interpretation is that these 
• 

defendants are guilt .as oharged,' 

Getting into the _ae.0_en55..phase of my final 

summation. 1 told yoA therd.woilld be five parts. Unfor-

tunately, the second phase is not going to be quite as 

short as'the first Phase. 

want tO clear up one point at the Very 

beginning -- at the very beginning, 

This is where I will respond to miscellaneous 

arguments_made_by_the defenseattorneys.__, 

Defense 'eouasel sought to imply to you, ladies 

and gentlemen -- they didn't come right out and say it $  

but they sought to imply it 	that somehow they couldn't 

subpoena witnesses to this stand -- to' that stand 	like 

20,924 
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the prosecution did. 

l<ANAREK; Your Honor, may I 

MR. BUGLIOSI: Mr. Fitzgerald Said this: 

• MR. KANAREK: May I, either in the presence of the 

jury or at the bench? 

THE COURT: You have already done it, Mk. Kanarek. 

ERs KANAREK: I can only enunciate the objection, 

and I believe it is a valid objection, your Honor. 

THE COURT: You asked to come to the bench earlier, 

and you made your objection. It /..s,on the record. 

MR. UNARM X au spedkiAg of this particular point 

that he is on right now., 

THE COURT: The objection i overruled., 

MR. SUGLIOSI: Mr. Fitzgerald said that Linda'testi-

fied that on the tight of the Tate murders "she got her ' 

change of clothing from Squeaky -- that is Lynne Fromme -- 

her knife from Larry Jones, her driverss license from 

Brenda McCann, 

He said: 'Why didn't the prosecution call these 

three witnesses to the stand to verify Linda's story. 

And he said:: Well, the reason they probably didn't is 

because it didn't happen the way Linda said it happened. 

• This is incredible sophistry, ladies and 

gentlemen. The defense attorneys in this case did not 'walk 

throu0: that door handcuffed, gagged, and with their feet 

tu chains. 

40-1 
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24 

25 

26 

members of Mansonts Pamily. 4  

Why didn't the defense call*  them to the witness 

stand if they could rebut what. Linda Kasabian testified to? 

If it didntt happen the way Linda said'it happened? 

Why didn't these defense, attorneys call these 

three witnesses to the stand? 

Incredible sophistry. 

Why didntt the prosecution call those three 

people to the stand? If the defense wanted to prove a point 

in this case or disprove a point made by the prosecution, 

why didn't they subpoena those,witnesses who could give 

evidence on that point? 

Stop to think about that for a moment. 

The defense has the ppwer to subpoena witnesses 

just like the prosecution,-  and if that witness doesn't 

show up in court, the defense can ask Judge Older to issue 

a bench warrant for that witness's arrest, and the defense 

attorneys dont even have to concern themselves with it#  

The Sheriff's Office will go• out and pick up the witness 

and literally hand-carry the witness into court to testify, 

I think it is the most reasonable assumption 

that people like Squeaky, Drenda McCann and Larry Jones, 

members of the gamily, would testify even without a 

subpoena►  
I hate to devote time talking about something 

like this, bat you folks are lay people, you are lay people, 

I 
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3 

4d fis. 4 

.5 

6 

you are tut attorneys, and you have no way of knowing whether 

the defense attorneys in this base, as opposed to the 

prosecution, are somehow operating:under a legal infirmity 

which prevents them from callini.Witnesses to that stand. 
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14d, • 
   

..lust think about that now. You took some notes, 0 
YOU took a few notes when, defense attorneys were arguing. 

Why didn't the. ProOe'caion call the witnesses to the stand? 

You toss that right back to them like I am, going_ to do. 

4 Why didn't th4y.-call witnesses'to the; stand? 

It 1a incredible sophistry to imply they couldnit do it, 

especially when we ara:talkiniabout members of the Family. 

Before 1 discuss some-of these. pdscellaneous-

argUments,I would like to .remind you of something that I 

aM sure it already painfully obvious to all of you. . 

In a ease of this magnitude And eomplexity and 

itportance, obviously it is going to be hotly contested. 

The trial of a lawsuit, ladies and gentlemen, 

-as you have seen for siz -months,, is not a. tea party on a 

well-manicured back lawn of a Bel-Air mansion onpSunday 
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afternoon. Now and then the going gets a little rough. 

So, please don't look at defense counsels' 	, 

arguments and my arguments in that light, In other wOrd$ ' ,ie  
we are not throwing kisses at each.Other. 

Letts talk .bOut Paul Fitzgera'd. 

When Mr, Fitzgerald addressed- you, ladies and 

gentlemen, he misstated the evidence so many times -- and 

I will poiht this out to you -- that at first I absolutely 

could hot believe what X was.hea'ring4 

The first spontaneous thought that came into my 

mind was that he was deliberately trying to deceive you folk . 
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have tried six jury cases with, Paul Fitzgerald and I 
him • 

have found/to be an ethical lawyer. So, the conclusion I 
2 

came to. is the only conclusion I could come to, which is 

that apparently he was not listening to that evidence when, 

it came from the witness stand, and that when he gave that 

argument to You, when he Prepared it, he didn't bother to 

check out these points in the transcript, some of which were 
7 

mentioned five, ten, fifteen times. 

Paul Fitzgerald, ladies and* gentlemen„ during. 

10. 
his argument, I submit, was Just a wee bit confused. 

lje started out by saying that if Steven Parent 

left•William Garretsonva. guest house at 12:15 in the 

morning and Tim Ireland heard the soreams at 12:40, why 

did it take Steven Parent 25 minutes to go from the. guest 

house to the front_ gate? The implication being that Tim 

Ireland heard Steven Parent scream. 

Well, it is obvious that Tim Ireland did ,not 

hear Steven Parent scream-. 

Linda Kasabian never testified that Steven 

Parent screamed.lier'testimony shows that it was Voityck 

Frykowski who was screaming. 

22 

	 iven Susan Atkins.inher'eonversation with 

Virginia Graham, said that the man who ran past 4er inside 

24 
the Tate residence„-Whom we: learned to be VoitycicTrykowski, 

ran out onto the front lawn and vas , s0reaming. 

Yet Mr. Fitzgerald got this idea that Tim Ireland 

3 

19' 

23 

25 

26 
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2• 

12 

14' 

' 14, 

15 

16 

" 
18 

 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

heard Steven Parent scream. 

Then Mr.. Fitzgerald said that the pollee eon—

' eluded that the defendants., or the killers, whoever .they 

were, entered through 'the bedroom of the Tate residence. 

C 

4 
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4e-3. 

2 

Now, where he got that, I don't know. The only 

evidence at this trial shows that thoy entered through, the 

dining room 	ow. That is the window where the screen 

   

had been removed and there twas a horizontal sat. 
4 

/et he said the bedroom window..  
s. 

Then Mt. Fitzgerald said that Voityck Frykovski 

was stabbed 53 times and struck over the head 21 times. 
7 

How many times hat it been mettioted during 
8 

this trial, and of course confirmed by Dr. Noguchi, that 

Voityek rrykowski was stabbed 51 times and. struck viciously 
10  

over the head 13 times? 

Mr Fitgerald then said there was a bloody 

oboe :heel print, not a footprint;  on the front porch of t 

Tate residence 

Of course, Officer Granada testified it was a 

16 
footprint, not a shoepriut. 

Then Mr. Fitzgerald said that Linda Kasabian 

testified there were five knives in the car and one gun. 
, 

Five knives. 

Of course;  there is People's 39, the Duck 

knife, and the tither Pio kniveS, the diPensions ofighichwe 

discussed ad nauseam during this trial. Three knives. 

He says five knives. 

Thep Mt. Fitzgerald said that Linda testified 

that she threw the revolver out of the:car. ' 

Did any of you folks hear any of that testimony? 

14 

19 

21 

22 

24 

25 
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Linda Kasabian specifically testified that she 

doesn't recall throwing the revolver out of the car. 

She said she may have, and maybe she didn't. She doesn't 

know. She can't remember* 

Paul Fitzgerald said Linda testified she 

flung the revolver out of the car. 

mean, where' he 'got. this.stuff„ X don't 

know. He wasn't trying to deceive you,`- He is not that 

type of guy. 

Then he started talking about .the 'La Zianca 

murders, and listen to this, if you can believe it. 

He says Linda testifiedthatbiansou and two 

girls walked up Harold True' s driveway. Nana= and two 

girls walked up Harold True' s driveway., 	) • 

Did any oil you hear anything like that during 

this tVial7 

if it was mentioned once, it was mentioned at 

least 20 times, that Hanson got out of the car by himself 

and he alone walked up Harold True's driveway,--and Linda 

KaSabian observed kanson walk out of her sight by looking 

over her left_shoulder. 

What can I say? What can 1 sayT Hanson and 

two girlst 
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Then Mr, Fitzgerald said that the length,of timl 

that Manson was gone from the car was the length •Of time/ 

it took Linda Kasabian to smoke one-third of a cigarette' 

Of course, Linda testified that the length of 

time Manson was gone waa the length of timo it took her to 

smoke three-quarters of a Pall 	cigarette. 

Now, that is not nit-picking, of course, because 

in terw of minutes, :since the defense attorneys are talkiP$ 
. 	• 

about minutes, they are z',ayinc: Yoe:; could Kansan have done 

all those things in a few, Minutes/ Then it becones very 

relevant whether it was One-third of a cigarette or three-

quarters of a eiOrette. We are talking about 33-1/3 
. per cent '3U-2a-Vis /5 per:cont.., 

Then he said that Linda testified that she drove 
y 

.the car to Sylmar. 	t 

She didn't testify to that. She testified.  that 

Manson drove the oat to oylmar. 

Then Mr. Fitzgerald said that Linda got the milk 11._  

4f 

'2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

shakes. 

Of eourse, she testified that Manson got the 

milk Shakes. She Was inside the restroom- hiding that wall t, 

When she came out,. Manson had four chocolate milk shakes. 

Then he said that Deputy Olmstead paled 

Charlie Manson out by his hair from underneath the building 

at Spahn Ranch on August '16th, 1969. 

Deputy Olmstead wasn't even there on August 16, 

19 

20 

21 

23 

24 . 	• 

25 

26 
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1969. He didn't participate in that raid. 

Deputy Donald Dunlop is the one that pulled 

Charles Mangy on out by his long hairs'flushed him out 

from beneath that building. 

He kept being on and on, and I will point out 

the additional things. 

'Then he said. that Paul Watkins and Brooks Vosten 

2.  

a 

4 

.5. 

6 

10 

. 

13 

15 

10 

18: 

19 

'20 

'21 

22 

23- 

24 

25 

26.. 

had aliases. 

There is no testimOny that came from that witness 

stands  as tar as I knows  that they had •aliases, 

Where he got that, I don't know. You'will have 

to ask Mr.-Fitzgerald about thati 

Then Mr. Fitzgerald started reading to you some 

statements about Dianne Lake, allegedly made by Linda 

Halls  a social worker. at ,Patton Hospital; 

doet know where he got What he Was 

reading, b,.tt-it didn't tome :Tom that witness stands  
- 

ladies and gentleMen, 'When I ob,letted;Judge -Older 

sustained the objection 
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Then bk. Fitzgerald Said,that Juan Flynn got 
41%,15 040 out of an interview he gave on a boot about the 

Family. 

4. 
	 That is again misstating the testimony.. Let's 

take a look at what the evidence is on that pont: 

”C:i, 	And they told you they were going to 

ake a book of what you had toAay, is that right? 

VO, they didn/t tell me nothing, you 

see. 

"Nov the power of attorney was given 

.to 	Crockett, you-see, by I. 

Your power of attorney? 

Yesi, 	, 

To Sell:your literary property, is that 

did not 'say' that. 

"17 • 
	 "I said the power a attorney in the 

things that vas doing together, you see." -- Juan 

with his. broken English.. 
firt, 	What were you doing? 

Well, what vas we doing, we was making 

M4Sic up in the desert- up until we got disturbed. 

"Q 	You did not get any money from the story, 

is that right? 

Well, the money was taken by Faul and 

company and taken to the desert and they bought 

15 

16 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23: 

24 

25 

26 
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1 
"music equipment and, stuff like that. 

"Like I said, it just lasted until / 

got drunk and I got mad at them and left." 

So 'keep the money' -- 

In other cords, Juan told them be was keeping 

the money; he was bailing out. 

7 

	

	 "So 'keep the money and music recordings,' 

you know. 

But you were to share one-third in the 

proceeds of the story, isn't that right? 

"A 	wouldn't say that, you see,. the story 

was sold by Bruce Poston, Paul 'Watkins and Paul 

Orackett, you see, and they have the contracts of 

this,, you know. They have the contracts of this. 

"The only thing that Paul Crockett 

has with me is the power of attorney, you see, you 

see. The story that was soaves sold by Paul 

Watkins, you see, and Bruce Potton and Paul Crockett:,  

"0 	What about the book by Ivar Davis? 

"A 	Well, what about it? It's out. 

"Q 	V'ou got paid for that, right? 

"A 	Well, if you think so, yes. 

Ittl 	Well, I'm asking you A question. Did 

you get paid for it? 

"A 	Well, if rgot paid for it, you. know, 

=St have been asleep, you know, because, you:know-- 
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4 

5 

6 

Sebring was 

was hanged, 

to Sharon's 

8 . sabring, was suspended in the air by the rope he was already 0  

injured. 

jo 	 There was no testimony in this trial that Jay 

hanged, absolutely not. 

Dr. Nog .chat said that it was Sharon Tate who 

Sharon Tate. 

You recall there were two rope burn abrasions 

left cheek. 

Dr. Noguchi said it Was Sharon Tate who 'was 

hanged, not Jay Sebring. 

"t.), 	Did your share of the money go to Mr. 

Crockett or Mr. Watkins? 

I did not question that;. t -did not 

question that -- I did not question that." 

From that colloquy Mr..VitzgaraId comes up with 

the conclusion that JuanFlynn got S1100. 

Then Mr. Fitzgerald said, at the time Jay 

;Vti..4 	li Of course;Officeri. Granada testified the way the , 

rope was thrown over rtiir:101,1-:--- fm14$44:7'4;lf one were to pull that .  
i. 

rope it would have tightened aroind Sharotoss•nedki not: 	i 

Jay's,. 
k 

Mr. Fitzgerald said 'Jajt'Sebiing wail the one that 

, was hanged. In fact, on my direct eltamination of Pr. Noguchi, 

there.was such a torrent, such a blizzard of objections that 

poor Dr. Noguchi hardly got in the record that Sharon, was 

hanged. 
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But fir-. Fitzgerald, being the considerate fellow 

that he is, on. cross-examination, asked Dr. Noguchil . 
',Q, 	Ate you able to answer my question whether 

or not, in your opinion, Sharon tlarie 'olanski vas 

suspended by a rope with her gull body weight before 

death? 
114 	/ believe I would be able to answer your 

question. 

"Q 	Would you please? What is your opinion? 

14,E I would be glad to. 

"I believe, based on wound findings on 

the left side of the cheek and the way the rope Was 

tied at the scene that I personally observed, the 

way the rope was placed over the beam of the living 

room, E would form the opinion that Kiss Sharon Tate 

had been suspended, perhaps not too long a period, 

but perhaps a partial suspension fer a short time, 

"As to whether or not this was caused 

after death or before death, it appears that the 

abrasion is 4 dark -- pardon Ile -- it is sort of 

light reddish, arid I believe that the suspension 

was caused during the agonai stage," 

that is the stage where a person was, just, 

going through the process of dying 

N 	1 didn't hear that laatIpvcd. 

"A 	Agonal stage; during the dying prOcess." 

4 	e 
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13 
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15 

16 

17: 

• 

Mr. Fitagerald said it was Jay Sebring who was 

20,939  

Then he says "during the dying process." 

hanged. 
. 

TEE. COURT: t will take out,tecess at this, time, 

Mr. Bugliosi. 

ladies and gentlemen, so not conver00 With 

anyone or form or express an opinion regarding this case 

until it is finally submitted td you.' 

The court will recess for 15 minutes. 

(Recess.) 
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All COunsel'AndjUrors are piesent. 

Will counsel, approach the bench for a moment-,. 

please? 	 ,4 , . 
(The following proceedings were had at the 

bench .outside of the hearing of the duryl) ' 

THE COURT: I am concerned about the remark you made, 

Mr. 13ugliosl, to the effect that you were going to have 

something to say about iiir‘ Kanarek further on in your 	1 

argument. 

Of course I have no- way of knowing what you are f 

wing to say, but I want to call to your attention It 

would.be improper to make an appeal of passion against 

opposing counsel, I am sure you are aware. Read people 

Vs. McCracken, 39 Cad.. 2d. 

WR..WGLIOSI: Well, the point is this, your Honor, 

and I have ample evidence to support this. 

Mr. Kanarek accused, made no bones about it, 

accused the prosecution'witneSes of perjury; that they 

Were robot* for the prosecution; that we programmed them 

and he accused ua of subornation of perjury, planting 

evidence, it is clear, your Honor, I havegat 15 direct 

quotes from him. 

TT E WM: I was here, X heard him. 

ER. WGLIOSI; Right, right. aow I can respond to 

that. 

12 

13 • 

14 

15 

16, 

17 

18-

19 

:20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 	

IT he i going to acou4e the prosecution and law 
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enforcement of subornation of perjury, or course he did 

not use those exact words. 

THE COM: I am talking now about a personal 

attack. Certainly you can answer hiS argument. 

BUGLIOSI: 'I am going to respond to that, that he 

made a Vicioue attack on the prosecution's witnesses, on 

the prOsecution and on law enforcement in general, and I 

am nOt going to accuse him of a orime. 

In my opinion he accused several people of 

Capital crimes. There is no other way to slice it, he did 

not use the word, he did not say perjury or subornation of 1 

perjury, but he accused us of a capital prime, and when 

you accuse someone of that, I have got to be strong in my 

response. 

- The jury could say conceivably he's got something 1 

16 there. I'vejOt to be Strong in my response to an attack 

iz 
on the prosecution's witnesses, if I am weak on that, 

18 
your Honor, if I am weak on that, conceivably a juror 

19 
could pick it up and say,,mfybe hets got something. 

'ME COURT: I would suggest before you do it that 
20 

You sive thocaSe,Ieterred to a careful reading, and 
21 	 7 	 ; • 	 ' 

some of the other cases, be, orejoa engage in.any excess 

that I could not cure 

&) I am just giVing you 	warning whatthe 

law is. 

1113.. BUGLIOSI; I am going to #4.11 Apout 	told 

2 
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• 4 
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Juan Flynn. "I am just going to talk about the evidence, 

your. Honor. 

THE COURT All right. 

MR. BU0140811 Thank you. 

-(The following proceedings were had in open 

court .in the presence and hearing of the 3ury0 

THE COURT: You may proceed, Or. Bugliosi, 

BUGLIOST1 Thank yop., your Honer. 
3 

Then 	Fitzrevald went on, ladies and gentlemen', 

and said, that there was an Unmatched latent print on the 

1:d green Heineken beer bottle insIslp the Tate residence, and 

it did not belong to Jay Sebring, 

Of course Sergeant. DOlan testified that the 	, 

print on the Heineken beer bottle did belong to Jay Sebring. 

Then 1.1r. Fitzgerald said that the prosecution 

put on evidence that !Tarrson forced tlfe people to engal4e 	.1 

in sexual orgies. 

We never put on any evidence Of that,• He spoke 

in the plural. We only spoke about one sexual orgy in 

Mid-July in the back house at Spahn Ranch. 

Other' than the young .girl„ there is nO evidenc, 

that Manson forced any members of his Family to engage in 

that orgy. 

T401 Nr. logerald said that you should take 

into consideratidn 5  that many of the prosecution witnesses 

have.committed' perjury's on prior-OcesSiont;,'again speaking' 
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in the pluralj  in terms of the nutber of. witnesses and 

number of prior occasions. 
.40r 

Not•  only is there Aolo evidence that many 
1 

prosecution witnesses committed per. 	On prior occasions, 

there.is no evidence that even one prosecution witness 

5 	gOnlmitted, perjury. 

6 	 Ar. Vitzgerald himself said that what Dianne 

Lake did at the Grand jury was not legal perjury. Xet be 
i 

said many prosecution Witnesses colmitted perjury on many 
9 ' 

11 

12 

• 13 

1,4 

15 

16 

17 

13 

19' 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 ' 

•• 
	

25 

26. 

prior occasions. 

Where he tOt that I don't know. 

Then Ar. Vitzgerald said there were five articles 

of clothing found* over the side of the hill on 4enedict 

Canyon Aoad. 

Of course, there were seven- articles of clothing 

found ov6r the bide of the hill, reople's 50—throUgh 56. 

Ana then I think 1,ir. BitzgeraId showed the 

final ultimate confuSion. 

Old ooe i;olloLbe there is one of the finest 

.court reporterz in the business, Out if I wasnvt here and 

I aian't hear thiz with my own two ears, ladies and 
	1 

gentlemen, I would have questioned Joe's transcript, 

Fitzorald's last final plea, ladies and 

z;entle,,ien',hiS last final plea uas for Charles hanson. . 

he said tnis is hot a case. of the People vs. 

4renwit1cel, Atkinz and Ian kioula., It is a case of the 
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People vs. MansOn, and there is no evidence againat 

Charles Manson. 

Not once during his entire argument did he tell 

you that he believed that h& client, Patricia Krenwinkel, 

etas not guilty. 

MR. FITZORALD; I ail going to object to that. It 

:,would be improper for me to make such a reference, your . 

'Honor)  ethically and under the law of the State of 

California. 

MR. BUGLIOSIt He said there was rib evidence against 

Manson, but nothing againA,I,crenwinkol. 

TIM COURT: -Wells" tie jury heard the arguments. 
f 	, 	=, 	= •T  
Proceed. 	

I 
l 

. 
MR.. gudilIOSI: Incidetitally1  -Mr. , Fittgeiald:alSo toll, 

you that you were the firat jury, to: be sequestered in 
f 

California history. 	 . A 

There have been many jurAes sequestpred before 

you folkS. 

There is eVen a statute in the Penal Code covering 

the sequestration 6f juries. 

The last airy to be sequestered, of course, was 

the Sirhan jury. I think they stayed at the Biltmore. 

I think you folks have it a little better Over at the 

Ambassador. 

When Mr, Fitzgerald finally did get around, 

ladies aTid gentlemen, to not misstating the evidence, the 

I 
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24 

25, 

and large wereinferences he drew fromtevideneeoby 
Completely.erroneoum. 

IOiwinstanee0  be said that the prosecution Urged 

that association 'with Charles Manson wai evidence of.guilt 

against the co-defendants. 	. • 

I I. 

There was teStitony in, this' trial About many,. many 

other members of Charle$, MansWs faMily$  but they are not. 

On trial. richt now.0  ,They are riot.. on trial. 

- 	There Was testimony about Sandra Goode and. 

S4.40akY and --Snake and .G715157:. They are Apt on trial. 

Paul Fit*geraIdts client $:Patricia Krenwinkel$  is 

on trial,becauseofIinda KapabiaWS testiMony$  because her 

fingerprints were found at the scene$  and because.she made 

'a confession to,Dianne Lake, together with halch other, 

evPdelloe. Thai. *is Why she is on trial; not beCause she 

• knew,Char/e0 4anson0  or associated with how or lived with: 

. hrs Pittgerald said that why would the killers 

take, a.. .22 Caliber. revalerto the Tate residence if they 

.Wanted to kill someone? . 

Now$  durl'Ag argUMent'l sit here, and I face the 

%front of the °orb, but when he said that I looked over to 

you. Ithought maybe he was trying to be funny, but i did 

• not see any Smiles on any of your faces. 

Why would they take a .22 caliber. revolver! 

It dust h4pens to be one of the most deadly of all firearm 
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Was it deadly in this case? Yea, 

- Steven Parent was shot to death with that 

revolver, and Dr. lipguchi testified that one out of the 
APIA 

two gunshot wounds tp bityok Frykowokit fatal in and Of 

Itself; the other,gunshotwoUnd,of Lours*, was on Voityck 

Fry, kowskils leg, No firearm would pause A fatal wound, 
normally/if the bullet entered a leg. 

And Dr. NOgUehi testified the one gunShot wound 
/0_L-24-11fif  to Jay Sebring also was fatal, limy itself. 

Mr. Fitzgerald said, "Why take a .22 revolver?" 

Referring to the Tate murders,_ 	Fitzgerald 

said, "Why would Manson send three.  girls and only one man 

out on a mission of murder?°  

Well, who else would he send? What other man 

would he have sent? 

We all know about Danny De Carlo, We was either 

pretty high or with the girls out there; he wasntt too,  

much •concerned with anything else. 

Clem. Tufts, well Manson did take Clem Tufts' the 

second night, 

Other than those two, who else was there? There 

Vas Bruee Davis. For all we know Bruce Davis waantt even 

on the premisettofthe Spahn. Ranch on the evening of 

AugUst i3thi 1969, He was there the following night. You 

recall. 'as. they drove out of the ,parxing 14)  Manson borrowed 

some money frail Bruce Davis. 
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go 

22 

In any event:, 	Fitzgerald sigosting that 

Tex, *Katie, Sadie ana Leslie Van .flOtiten'were inadequate t 

do the Jon Ladies and gentleruen, we are talking about th 

Tate murders themselves. There were 102 stab woUnds. 

20,94/ 
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'The victims were brutally slaughtered, 

butchered to death. 

Isntt Mr. Fitzgerald satisfied with the handi-

work of Tex, Katie and Sadie? 

Moreover, Tex Watson is Six feet two inches 

tali he had a,, revolver; he had a sharp knife, Tex , and 

Sadie and Katie had mines. There is no evidence that any 

of the Tate victims ware armed. 

Vith that type of .a 'mismatch, they were more 

than adequate to carry out their master, Charles, tiansonis 

mission of murder.. 

Incidentally, Mr. Fitzgerald said I vas 

indicating some type of favoritism towards Linda Kasabian, 

lie said if Linda was not a prosecution, witness I world 

not be calling her ±'Linda." 

Apparently Mr. Fitzgerald •has forgotten the fa 

that during this entire, trial I referred to his client by 

the name of Katie no more or no less than two or three 

hundred times 4 

Somehow he thinks I am only calling Linda 

Kasabian by her first name. 

Mr. Fitzgerald said that when Linda Kasabian 

was arrested in New Hampshire, December 2nd, 1969, how 

noble it was of Linda not to resist extradition. 

Then he went on to say what good would it have 

done Linda. 

• s. 
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20,949  

1 
	 I suggest that Paul Fitzgerald ask his own 

2 client that question, Patricia Xrenwintca: Patricia 

3 "Exenwinkel as arrested in Xobile, Alabama, December 1st, 

1969. She was not returned to Los Angeles until February 

5. 
21:,t, 1970, :loost three mcneas 

6 
	

• 44+Areatly R7Itricia 1:xi-,:nvinkel isn't quite 

noble as Linda. 

8 
	 Mr. Fitzgerald said tit the prosecution 0,1: 

, 9 on the fact that Manson had committed a number of oi,:k:r 

10 crimes. 

Actually there was some rather astonishing 

12 cross--exam  nation by Ur. Fitzgerald himself that brought 

13 out that fact. 

14 	 Deputy Crap was on the stand, Ex. Fitzgerald 

ig asked crap if Mansonis name appeared on the wall of the 

16 Nalibu Sheriff's Office even before these murders, and 

17 Grap replied that Manson's name vas not on the wall, but 

at outstanding warrant out for his artest. 

Idiy-tite defense attorney would ask/question 11.4e17 
a 

then Mt. Fitzgerald went even further 20 that I don't imou, 

21 and asked Gra!): 

y4a heard other police officers 

discusb Mt, tlz,asori before July 28th, 1969?" 

And Grap replied: 

"Only that Manson. had been arre,Lted for 

wricas qrimes." 

18 there was 

19. 

22. 

23 

24 

.25 

26 
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3 

4 

.6 

7 

.9 

ao 

11 

13 

Mr. Vitzgerold said the prosecution is putting 

on evidence that Manson had been involved in other crimes. 

Mt. Fitzgerald said Officer Escalante, the 

officer who rolled Tex Watsonrs fingerprints on April, 230  

1969, Fitzgerald said that Escalante could not remember who 

Watson, was, and, maybe the prints =the exemplar card, 

which is People's 2453  did not belong to Tex Watson. 

The only problem is that that exemplar card, 

People's 245, contains -Charles "Tee Watson' s name on it. 

And also Escalante testified that people's 36, 

the photograph of Tex Watson, definitely is the person 

whose prints he rolled on April Ord, 1969. 
12 • 

There was no equivocation at all in Officer 

Escalantel s testimony.- 
14 	 4 

There is no' reason to believe that those were 

not Tex Watson's 'fingerprints. All we have is Mt. Fitz- 
16  

17 
 gerald*s bald, naked declaration, to the contrary.y. 

There is no evidence of that. The only 

20 

Mr. Fitzgerald said, 'why didn't the prosecution 
21 

22 call representatives of the Jack Frost store to the stand 

23' 
to testify that they sold Charles Manson some rope in June 

Of 1969. 
24 

No. 1, ladies and gentlemen, Danny Decarlo was 
25 

there and he testified that Manson bought the 150 feet of 
26 

18 

evidence is that' Was Tex Watson's- fingerprints on: thOs.6 
19 

oards. 
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whitelthree-strandinylon rope. v, • 
Danny is nodnemy a Charles Manson. He testi-. 

tied on the stand thatja loved him. He"didn't hate Chgrlie. 

SQ we did have. Danny DeCarlois tcbtimony. 

No. 2, DeCarlo testified that Matson paid Cash 

for that rope. Obviously paying cash is that much more 

difficult to trace'. 	 , 

No, 3, how can Kr. Fitzgerald say that 

we should have called the sales people to the stand, when 

a minute or, tvo earlier his eipre„ss words were to you that 

sales people cannot remember the faces of people to Whom, 

they sell merchandise. 

You remember him telling you that on another 

point. 

But then when it came to Charles Manson buying 

the rope in Santa. Monica, apparently that principle of 

Mr. Fitzgerald's no longer applied. 

This was his statement, that sales people :-cannot 

remember faces. 

He turns around a minute or so later and says 

"Why didn't you call the sales peoplell 

• Now, we get into the robot argument. 	v( 

Mr. Fitzgerald alleged that since I 'said these 

defendants were robots and Zombies and automatons, they 

could not premeditate, hence they could not be guilty of 

first degree murder. 

5 

10 

11 

12, 

13- 

14 

15 

16 

11 

18 

20 

2L 

22. 

23 

'24 

25, 

26,.'  
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20,952 

Mt. Kanarek and Mt. 1eith said if they were 

robots they would not be guilty of any crime at all. 

0f course, ladies and gentlemen, Bt. Fitzgerald 

and Mt, 'Keith and Mr. , Xanarek know .v?ry very well, know 

very very,  well that the words obot:ana ',Zombies and 

'automatons are merely, a figure-`Of speech to refer to someone 

who- was slavishly obeda.ent to someone else,1-,as these;  

defendants were to Charles Telt.--W 	m atto---  po. 
I wasn't t referring to a, 'clinking; armor type of; 

robot or someone whOse brain:s 	heen surgiCally retoved. 

And they know that. 

It shows the desperation, ladies and gentlemen, 

the incredible desperation of their position, to hang on 

a figure of speech. 

If y by robot, Zombies and automatons, I meant 

what these‘ three defense attorneys said I meant, tot only 

wouldn't these defendants be guilty of first degree murder, 

they wouldn't even be guilty of second degree murder, 

although. Mr. Fitzgerald somehow thinks they would be guilty 

of second degree murder, bat, as Mr. Xanarek and Ht. Keith 

pointed out, and I agree, they Would pot be guilty of 

any •crime at all if they were true robots, becauie second 

degree murder requires an intent to kill also. 

Mr. Xeith bought the fact, he bought the fact, 

Mr. Xeith, that Manson completely dominated these co- 

defendants, Tex Watson and the three female defendants. 
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Mx. Keith, went on to suggest that Watson and 

the three girls had same type of a mental disability, those 

were his words, which prevented them from deliberating and 

premadttating, even prevented them from having malice 

aforethought. 

He Said that for• all intents and purposes they 

didn't have their own mind; that it was Charles Mansonts 

mind)  it was a case of transferred intent. 

tell, there are several problems, ladies and 

gentlemen, Via Mr. Keith's position. 

The first problem is, this, which completely 

negates this baloney about their being robots and they didn't 

know what they were doing, they were Zombies and had no minds. 

It completely negates what they said. 

Judge Older will give you this Instruction, 

ladies and gentlemen, if you want to write it down -- he 

might not give you the number, itts 3-34. These are the 

exact words that Judge Older will give you you. 

6. 

20,953 

'The intent with which en act is done/ 

is shown by the circumstances attending the act,;/ 

the manner in which it is doge, the means used 

and .the soundness of mind and diicretion of the' 
, — 

person committing/' the att.!' 
f 

Here is the crucial paiagraph which completely. 

buries and sets aside this ridicu/Ous timei.Consuming 

argument by the defense attorneys:• • 

1 

2 

3 

4 

.8' 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13' 

14 

15 

16 

18 
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20 
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22 

23 
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"For the purposes of the case DU trial 

4 

6 

7 

you must" AO Mt 

This is a command; this is not discretionary -- 

-- you. must assume that each defendant was of 

sound mind at the time of his Alleged conduct, 

mhich,,it is charged, constitutes the crime 

described in the indictment." 

5C fls. 

• .9 

13 

14 

15 

Judge Older will give you that instruction. 

In other words, Ladies and gentlemen, as a 

10 matter of law, as a matter of late 	treat Charles 

Anson,. Satan Atkinss.ra4ricia Krenwitkel and Leslie Van 

Ilouten as having soundiaind'S, in :other words, not impaired, . 

by.any type of mental infirmity or disability. 

And this is so because,thedefense attorneys,  

never put ion. any defense in this case'of insanity or 

diminished capacity; there was no daease'like that,, and 

that' is why.  Judge -Older is going to give you this instruc • - 

tion. 

16,  

17' 

18 

19 

20 • 

21 

• 

• 

' • • 22 

23 

24 

25.  
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20,95,5 

'That instruction alone completely eliminates,' 

discards, Jettisons, throws out the window this ridiculous 

preposterous argument of theirs. • 

There are:other problems with Mr. Keith's 

argument. 
,f 

....,Before he save you his argument he should have 

talked to Paullitzzerld. Ti faet5  before'Paul Fitzgerald 

spo?-9f Mr. keith should have ,spoken to Paul. Fitzgerald. 

I will tell you-whyibeCaUsellere is what' PaUl Fitzgerald' 

himself said about -these three-female defendants, com-

pletely giving a lie to the robot argument. 

Here is what Paul Fitzgerald said: 

"These defendants are bright they are 

intuitive; they are perceptive and they had 

the benefit of the same training and education 

that we have." 

You .recall Paul Fitzgerald telling you that? 

Maybe they should haVe bad some type of conferenCe before 

they hung their hat on this robot argument. 

In tact, even if they 'had looked at this 

instruction, they would not have made an argument like that.j% 

Maybe they thought I was unaware 6f this particular 

instruction. . 

The third problem with Mr. Keith's arguMent„ the . 

third problem, as if we need a third problem, the first 

instruction alone completely, negates that argument. 

I 

5c-1 

• 
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i. 

2 

5. 

The third problem is that there is absolutely 

no evidence in this. record, no evidence that came from 

that witness stand that these defendants were suffering 

from any type or mental infirmity. 

To the Contrary, these defendants were thinking 

veryvery clearly on theae two nights of murder, 

You recall Patricia Krenwitkel. going down to 

Parent's car where Linda was, and telling Linda, 

"LindA, listen for sounds," ' 

Does that sound like a rOtpt? 

You recap. ,'hex Watson telling Linda Kaaabian 

to wipe the prints off the. knives before she threw them out 

or the.Car;.:thinkins veryi very clearly. 

Do you. recall Telis  Sadie 'and ,Katie washing the 

blood off'their bodies in the early morning hours of 

August 9th in froAt bf audolfWebeilshomthe obvious 

Purpoae or which1,71f their were stopped later by the police/  

they would not look ̀ suspicious having blood on their 	' 
404 

clothIng,rng in addition to throwing theknives out of the 

window, they disposed of the clothing and the revolver,. 

Leslie Van Houten aaeoff fingerprints at the La Bia*a 

residence. 
e Abetiutei7 no oestiOn that these defendants 

were thinking very, very clearly =these two horrendous I 

nights'of murder, 

Mr. Keith said,'again going on the robot argument, 
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'ifir these people are robotS!' 

Of course, we haVe proven that they are not 

"-that there was no intent to' kill the victims in this ease." 

He said,"Itls gust as reasonable to believe 

that these defendants never intended- to.kill the viotimi, 

in thls Case." 

Jay Sebring--Iii. not.  going to be like Mr. Kanarek 

and show you all these 0.6tureso  .y have already seen 

them,. just briefly,-jayy, 	Sebring, ladies a d gent emen, 

Abigail kilger, look .at 'those wounds, 0640,mehisd in blood, 

Bosemary La Bianca, 41 stab wounds; 

Hero is a.pictdre of Lenc La Bianear,o46hOrrendous 

no one even .can :Wok at 

Wityek Orykowskl., 51 stab.wounds, struck 

viciously over the head 13 'Ojos. 

• 

 

3 

 

9". 

12 

6 

• 1 

45.  

16 

18 

1,9 

go: 

:21 
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24 
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 • 26 
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20Z 
'wilt beautiful honey blonde, Sharon Tate, bathed in 

blood, but up savagely like an'animal. 

Steven Parent, brutally murdered in his ear. 

And Mr. Keith has the.audatity to say: "Maybe 

these defendants weren't trying; to kill these people." 

What were they trying to do? Hurt them Or 

frighten them? 

6-1 

2 

3.  

4 

.3 

.6 

zb 

zY 

12 

13. 

111 

15 

16. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

'24 

25 

'26 

With humor like that, if they aver go out or the 

legal profession, they can perform on the stage, if you 

want to. buy that type of sick  humor. 

The Tate-La Bianca Victims were stabbed 169 

times. And Mr. Xelth tets, up in front of yOu and says 

it is 41xit as reasonable to believe that they weren't 

trying to kill these people. 

Well)  you knOW, ladies and gentlemen, this is a 

free coUntry, like VIr, icanarek Said, the First Amendment; 

You cap say anything you want to.' 

You can come up to, someone and say, "1 heard a 

cow speak Vt-the 4anish language," You can say you saw 

an alligator doing the polka. it is a free Country. But 

that doesn't mean anyone has to ,buy what you are Saying. 

it doesn't mean on the 'open Market there iS any value to 

what yOu are saying.. 

And the intent to kill in' this case wasn't 

a spur-of-the-moment, ipstantaneOus intent to kill, ladies 

and gentlemen, The mission on'bothnights was murder. 
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1 

2 

a 

4 

7 

The intent to kill couldnrt possibly have been 

more premeditated. 

Susan Atkins herself told Virginia Oraham that it 

didLtt make any difference whO was in the Tate residence 

that night, they all W6210 'going to be killed. 

1That,is ,premeditation. 

.Tex, Sadie, Katie and- Leslie,definitely were 

robots and zombies and autoinatont,:no qUestion about it, ►  

but only in the sensee -tfiat .the did: whatever pharles ManSon 

told they. to do and never ditiObeyed him, Only in that 

sense, 

This does not mean that they did not want to 

do what Charles Manson told them to do and weren't very 

willing participants in these :murders. 

To the contrary„ all of the evidence goes the 

other way. Thereis no evidence that any one of these 

defendants objected to.Charles Manson about these two 

horrendous nights of murder. 

Onli Linda Kasabian, down in Venice,. said: 

°"Oharlie, I am not you. I can't kill.°  

That is Linda. 1-am talking about these three 

female defendants here. 

And the Overkill, the, overkill, like 

stabbing Voityck Frykowski 51 times. Doesnrt that show 

willing participation? 

And when Tex, Katie and Sadie are watching Ozianziel 

8 

10 

11 

Ia 
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I  2 at 6:00 otolook ran AutIti$t the gths  .and they .See the news 

aceounts oir the tate 741.12.  dets,' they lalAzki. Ladies and 

gentlemen:0  they laugh.. 

14 

20 ji60 
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5 
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13. 

19 
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21 

22 

24 • 

25 

26 

1;h4t worci c„.111 I 	far thz...t7 UnbzaiQvble? 

Incredible? 

The announcer is talkin about thete murders; 

probably on television it shooed the five bodies being 

taken from the scene; Tex, Katie, Sadie are lau4hing. 

Laughing, ladles and zentlemen. 

Doesn't this show they were very, very willing 

participants in what they did? 

They enjoyed it. Susan told Virginia Graham 

and Rani HOward that she enjoyed stabbing people, She 

analogized it to a sexual climax, only she said that it 

was better. 

Leslie Van Houten told Dianne Lake that the 

more the :tabbed, the more'she enjoyed it. 

The fact that these three female defendants • 

obeyed Maples Xanson and did whatever be told them to dc 

does not Immunize them from a conviction of, first-degree 

murder. It offers no insulation, no protection whatsoeNerl, 

If it did, thet hired killers or trigger men 

for th Lafia would have a built-in defense for murder. 

All they would have to, say is: Well, I did what My bogs I 

told me to do. I did what' my y  boss told me to do. I can't! 

disobey ,bdos 

Well, it is pot quite,that easy, ladies and 

gentlemen,. and wheElau .comehaok'into thiS courtroom 

.with your verdict sof nOt ,-, verdict of ,guilty .-,you are 
4 	• 
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3 

5 

.6 

9  

26. 

going to tell these defeAdants'that it is not quite that 

eAsy. That you don't just say; Well)  I did what Charlie 

told Me to do.: 
	 ,_ 

You don't escape criminal responsibility, that-

easily)  ladies and gentlemen, 

Tex Watson)  Susan AtkinS„ Patricia Krenwinkel 

and Leslie Van Houten definitely we robots, automatons 
44 

and zombies, 'only in the sense that they were totally 

subservient and obsequious and servile to Charles. Manson* 

That is the only sense, 

'Their conduct clearly and unequivOcally shows 

that on both nights they knew exactly what they were doing, 

they intended to kiI1)  they did kill, and they did every-

thing possible to avoid detection., 

They weren't suffering, ladies and:gentlemen., 

frOm any dimtnthed mental capacity. They were suffering 

frOm a diminished heart, a diminished soul.. 

Mr. Fitzcerald paid that Linda Kasabian was 

part of` theinner circles  and yet she testified that she 

never knew that the mission on the'first night was going 

to be Murder, 

r. Kanarek said that if Linda was intimate 

with everything that happened at ,the ranch, why was she 

left out from knowing. what was'gping to happen the first.  

night? 	 -. 

Mr. Kanarek also asked; Why was Linda picked to 

lu 
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6 

go on the first night? 

Number one, ladies and, gentlemen, it seems 

rather obviOUs that Linda Kasablan was not a member- of the 

inner qirele of Charles Manson's Family. 

Number one, -shehad just joined the Family about 

a. month earlier prior to these murders. 
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6b-3, 

. 20964 

Susi Atking had been with Charlie for over 

2 two years. Leslie Van, Houten and Patricia Krenwinkel. had 

been with Charlie for over one year,  

Noreover, the fact that Linda Kasabion, only 

she fled the Family and Spahn Ranch after these murders, 

certainly shows that among Tex, Katie, Sadie and Leslie, 

she and only she totally and completely ;ejected what had 

happened on.  these two nights. 

And of course, there is no evidence that Linda 

Itasabian Was intimate with everything that was going on at 

Spahn Ranch. 	, 

According to the girls, there was only one 

person who. had the powers of God, who could see all and know 

all. 
• f.  

'That is 	Monsen. 
lc  4 

No. 2, ladies 'and ,gentlemen, and I •odFit Chat, 

this is just spe'cutation on my part Abecause I have n:&' aik--of 

knowing this, but there is a distinct poss,ibility that, the.  st • 

ri be  reason Charles Manson, askea..Linda Kosab-ian to go 

along on these two nights of murder :was that` she :had..O -

driver's license, and I will tell you -why. 

You recall, Linda Kasabian testified that one 
-4:11704.  

of Maisons s orders at Spahr': Ranch fa3 that 'whenever the 

Family went into town he only ,wanted those members of the 

'Farpilv to drive' who had a driver's license. And Linda 

.Kasabian testified that only she 4nd Mary Brunner had 
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6b-2 
1 

2 

6   

driverts licenses& 

If you recall,,on the afternqotyg August the 

8th, 1969, Mary Zranner was arrested with Sandra Good. That 
& 

is the afternoon of the Tate murders. ,  So, aPparently,  Linda 

Kasabian was the only other member of the Family, as far 

as we know, with a driver's license upon whom Charles Hanson 

could call. 
 

8 

9 

10 

 

And you will recall, ladies and gentlemen, that 

on both nights Charles Manson told Linda Kasabiant 'Go get 

your driver's license. 

lib didn't tell Tex, as tar as we know, or itatie 

or Sadie or Leslie. 

Ana we know that on the first night, ladies and 

gentlemen when Tex Watson wasn't driving, Linda Xasabian 

'Was driving the car, not katie or Sadie, 

And on the second night,: when there were seven 

people in that Car, when Charles Manson:wasnt. t driving, 

only Linda itasabian was driving. 

Again, speculation en my part, why Charles Hanson 

would ask Linda Rasabian to accompany him-on these two nights t, 
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of murder, but I think it 'is certainly a reasonable inference 

based= the evidence. 

Mt. Fitzgerald said that since the Los Angeles 

Police Department knew, as of August the 12th, 1969, that 

the murder weapon was a ./2 caliber Iligh Standard revolver, 

and the revolver was turned in to the Valley Services Division 
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6b-3 	of the Los 'Angeles Police Department on September the 1st, 

1  1969, 'how came. Sergeant Calkins did& t pick up the 

• 
2 

revolver until December the 16th, 1909, especially in view 
3 

of the fact, as he s aid, the LAPD sent flyers out describing 
4 

the weapon that they were looking for to law enforcement 
5 

agencies everywhere in the country. 

6c fls. 
6 
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-Mr. Fitzgerald wasn't listening to the evidence, 

'ladies'and gentlemen, because Sergeant Calkins testified 

that the homicide Division of the Los Angeles Police 

Department did not send a copy of the flier out to the 

Valley Services Division of the Los Angeles Police 

Department. . 

Police offioers, ladies and gentlemen, as we 

have seen in this ease, are human heingo jyet like anyone-

else and they can make mistakes. 

No copy of the flier was sent eut to the Valley 

Services Division, and this is why, of oourse, the 

revolver wasn't picked up until SteVen Weiss' father 

called the Los. ngelei Police Department and suggested that 

maybe they 	e the Tate murder weapon, the weapon that 

his son Steven, foumd.621 September the lst, 1969. 

' DIV Fitzgerald eomplained Over and over again 

that.teveralof the prOsecutien witnesses couloWt remember 

what other people were present during conversations they 

had with the defendants 	 and `'he-  Said this 

smacked Of something 150Spiciousv  maybe the conversations 

didn.'t take place. 

I seggeet this is spedioug argument,, ledies 

and, gentlemen. 

When we speak to someone admidet 4. group of 

people, we can't remember who the other people were who wee: 

in our presence, 
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Why? Because it Is totally irrelevant. We 

don't concern ourselves with such things. 

When Dianne Lake was speaking to Patricia 

Krenwinkel in late August or early September at'Willow 

Springs and. Death Valley, if she knew at that time that a 

year later some attorney was.  going to ask her who else was 

in your presence, then maybe she would have looked to her 

left and right and made 4 Mental note . of it, and maybe. 

she would have remembered. But otherwise, people don't 

look at things like that. 

You can call on your own human eXperience. 

.You ddn't'remember who was in your immediate presence at .  

a conversation a year ago?, a month ago, a seek ago,: or 

even a day ago. 

. 	In fact, while the conversation is.. actually taking 

place,. most Of us don't know" who is in our immediate 

presence unless we look to our left Or our right, 

suggell that the next tie someone speaks to ) 
.mr..PitFgeral:4,4t the break„,they ask him who is in the 

imMediate,prosence dhring the conversation, and ask 
k 

Mr. Fitzgerald':tQ 	 question i without looking to 

his left or right. And if he can't answer the question, ' 

maybe that means:the:t,he is not talking to .;the person. 

It is a specious argument that is 

completely incompatible' with our human experience, 

Mr. Vi.4gerald said that it is-not a fact that 
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Abigail Folgeris blood was on. t1 bank door of -the. Tate 

2 
residence since Voitink FrykOwski )iad the * same blood type. 

I guesS it is 	NN being the si,tblalOod 'type, and 13 

-the main blood type, 
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With respect to whether the B type blood is 

Abigail Fo/gerts or Voityck Ftykowskit s, it is pretty 

obvious that it was Abigailts. 

I say this for two reasons.. No. 1, Linda 

Kasabian testified to seeing Patricia Ktenwinkel chase 

Folger, not Voityck Ptykowski, in the vicinity of 

the back of the residence near the pool. In other words, 

close .to the back doors  

Furthermoxe, when the police arrived the. 

following morning, they found Abigail Folgerts body much 

closet to the back .door than Voityck Frykowskit s body.. 

So, in view of Linda's testimony, and the 

physical location of the bodies, there is no question but 

that the. 13 type blood was Abigail Folgeris. 

Mr. Fitzgerald said that Sharon Tate and Jay 

Sebring's. blood was found outside the front door of the 

Tate : residence. 

I went into thattdetail in my opening argument, 

and he just repeated it, but he never stated the relevance. 

)to repeated the fact that the blood was found outside' the 

front door.. 

Mr. Kanarek carried it a step further and said 

that since their blood was found. outside the front door of 

the rate residence, how come Linda never testified to 

seeing Sharon Tate' and 'Jay' Sebring outside the front 'door 
t 	, 

of the Tate tesideneT 

64-1. 

• 
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2 

Well, in the first place, there probably as 

a virtual river, a river of blood, inside the Tate residence, 

and it is entirely possible that lex, Katie or Sadie, or 

even Voityck Fryhowski, stepped on Sharon Tates or Jay 

Sebring's blood and carried it out with them. 

But even assuming, even assuming, that Sharon 

and Jay themselves carried thair blood, out the front door 

( 

of the Tate residence, that is'  not ineonsistellt with, 
8 

.9.  
Linda Kasabian's testimpnSI, 

1 It is obvibhs, 	they did that, it 'was' at.  
10.  

atm when Linda was somewhere else on the premises. 
3. 	 y 

Linda testified that before she saw Tex stab 
12 

13  
FrykaOski, she vas down by Steven Parentts tar. 	Do, y011 

14 'recall that? 	Before she saw Tex statAbityck Frykowski, 

is she vac, down by Steven Parent's car. 

16 	 At that time, Sharon. Tate or Jay Sebring could 

47 have run out the front door of the Tate residence and lett 

is 
their blood on the front porch, 

19 	 Linda also testified that after Tex Watson stabbed 

20 
 Voityck Frykawski, she ran down the bottom of the hill and 

21 
 Waited by Johnny Swartzfs car, and she said that several 

22 
 minutes later Toxi Katie and Sadie arrived. 

.23 

	 So, during that several minute', interlude, 

6e kis. • • 
24 
 Sharon Tate and Jay Sebring may have run outside. 

25 

26 
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• 19  

20 

.21 

In any event, keep two things in mind, ladies 

and gentlemen. 

No. 1, the fact that their blood was outside 

is not inconsistent with Linda Kasabiant s testimony because 

she4 at no time -- she at no time -- said that She was 

present in front of the Tate residence during every 

second of these murders.. Keep that in mind. 

No. 2, it is incredible t Mr, Xanarels can expect 

a complete, exact, precise explanation, ladies and gentle-

men, from Linda Xasabian as to everything that happened 

that, night. 

There was a virtual orgy of murder going on, 

ladies, and gentlemen. A virtual orgy. 

Tex„ Katie and Sadie viciously stabbing Voityck 

Yrykowski, Jay Sebring, Sharon Tate and Abigail. Pager in 

the chest and in the heart, and the victims screaming, out 

into the night, running desperately for their lives. 

There must. have been such an unbelievable flurry 

of wild and frantic -confusion and hysteria that even a 

motion picture camera would have had a difficult time 

capturing everything that happened. 

Yet bir. Kanarek, expects exactitude and precision. 

suggest: Let him play those little games by 

 

23 

 

24 

25 

26,  

Mr. Fitzgerald said that the police checked the 

Benedict Canyon area in. November of re9 and couldnkt find 
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the clothing.- 

Don't forget that the Benedict Canyon area is 

. 	• a. mountainous, 	̀winding road area va.th. a very,' very: 

thick growth. 

Yet he goes on to say that a Channel. 1 crew 

found the clothing on December the 15th, 1969, and he 

thinks this is somewhat suspicions; he said that he doubts 

that the clothing belongs to the Tate killers. 

vent into considerable depth during my 

opening argument, I think, conclusively Showing that this 

clothing did belong to the Tate killers. 

Mr. Fitzgerald went on to soy that maybe /dada 

went badk. there 'and left the clothing. there. Paul Fitz-

gerald is telling you that. 

Well, if Mr. Fitzgerald claims that the clothing 

was not there in November of 1969, he is 	saying, 

17 then, that Linda must have gone back after November of 

'69 and left the clothing there. 

The only problem with that wild type of reason-

ing is that: Linda ICasabian was arrested on :December the 2nd, 

1969, in New Hampshire, she was taken into custody, -and 

she was brought oat here in custody. 

Unless Mr, Fitzgerald wants you folks to believe 

that one night between December the 2nd or 3rd, 1969, and 

December the 15th, /969, I$nda stuck out of her' room at 

Sybil grand, rounded up some clothing, put same blood On 

4 : 

18 

192 

20 

:21 

22: 

23, 

24 

25'  

.26 
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them, hitchhiked out the Benedict Canyon road, threw the 

clothing over the side of the hill, then hitchhiked back 

to the jail and snuck hacks into her toau. 

If he mtnts you to believe that, I donit think 

he is going to have too much, 
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10 • 

Mr,:Yitagerald says that the killer or killers. 

• of the Tate:  victims 	that the glasses that were found 

:belong ta-one of the killers of the Tate victims. 

Well, I don't haNt to. show you. theg140seS. 

XaukhoW What theY 0e4 ?eople's 

Fitzgerald says :those glasses belong to the 

Tate killers. He has no evidence to support this. - This 

is wild speculation• on his part, But that,is.his con, 

tention.,- 

i think it is rather olear, ladies and gentlemen, 

that someone, who had Visited the' Tate residence on a 

prior' (=a-Sion inadVertently left those, classes therel• 

.and One eat readily understand why that person would not 

ldara come forward, not dare come forward and claim, those. 

gIasses. 

WOuld ltbe worth getting back a pair of cheap 

glasses, ladie4 'and, gentlemen, when pl.r. Fitgerald said, 

right here in court, talking about. another item of eVideneel 

Let's find the registered owner ofthat revolver' and aecuse 

him of these murders. 

Would it be worth the owner of those glasses 

coming back to claim a cheap pair of glasses• when someane 

like Mr. Fitzgerald, or ar. Kanarek, would probably pub-

licly ateUse them•of thesemurders? 

think it is worth buying 4 new pair. Don't, 

you think so/ 
.26 
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I will admit that we do not know to whom those 

glasses belong, but we,  do know one thing; 	They do not 

belong to the Tate killers, and I will tell, you why, 

Because, nuMber one, there it a massive, 

prodigious amount of evidence showing that the Tate killers 

were Tex "(lateen, SuSan Atkin0 and Patricia Krenwinkel. 

Net only Linda Kasabiants testimony, but the 

confeOsions and the fingerprints, the firearms evidence. 

We know that the glasses do not belong to Tex,' 

Katie or Sadie; ergo, tie know that the glasses do not 

belong to th.. Tateo killerS. 

Number two,.Zusan Atkins, ladies and gentlemen, 

herself one of the Tate killers, said, in so many words, 

that these glasses do not belong to one of the killers. 

. Let's look at what Susan Atkins told Roseanne 

Walker. 

I am questieniAg Roseanne Walker, 

18 t!Then you'arid'Susan Atkins had a conversation 

19 with.reOpect to these glasses?" 

20. You recallYth4re was 4 radip-brOaddast about 

21, the ;lasses at Sybil Brand. 

22 Yes. 

23 "What did you say,and what did she say? 

24 "I said, now that they found theCglasses, 
• 

25 they will find whoever did it.fr, 

.26. And she slid 	we- were arguing -- she thought 
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1 

2. 

 

I meant whoever owned the glasses was the person who did it, 

'you know.. 

"This was Your position? 

"Yeah4 

"And what was-her position?" 

This is Susan Atkins' position: 

"Her position was, well, she said it Would 

be okay if they round the person that owned the 

;3. e2 and theyblamed'him, and the only thing 

he did was'drop, asses there. Ai/ he was guilty 

or Was letting his classes." 

  

4 

s. 

• 6 
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Susan Atkins, herself one of the Tata killers, 

ladies and gentlemen, should know. After all, she was there. 

And Susan Atkins said,'in so many words, those glasses do 

not belong to, the Tate killers. 

Susan Atkins, one of the Tate killers who was 

present at the scene of these murders, *holies charged 

with the five Tate murders, who is a defendant in this 

case, has no doubt in her mind that these glasses belong 

to same innocent person who jnSt left them at the scene. 

tut Paul Fitzgerald, ladies and gentlemen, 

who was not one of the Tate killers, who was not present at 
.0e:4 

the scene of the murders, who 3010€1 not charged with these 
,zeik 

crimes, whaliesnot a defendant, somehow,  knows that these 

glasSes belong to one of the killers. 

as they say in Akron, Ohio, ladies and 

gentlemen, "to hum. is 

I. will get back to lir. Fitzgerald later on. 

With respect to-14r. Shint,:my friend Daye 

Shinn.. 

• lie got up 	Daye said pri,41ingwItich, 4 thinks  

I can apologize to you for him. 

You recall,,  be said that one of the prosecution 

witnesses had 18 aliases. lie said none of you folks have 

more than. five. 

ell, I don't think Daye meant that, and I 

Vill apologize to you for him. 
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6g-2 1 	 MIMI Thank yOu. 

BUOLIOSI: I 'win get back to bk. Shinn later 

with respect to, some of the arguments that he made. 

Let's talk about Irving Xanarek. 

s 

	

	 . I am not very good Hat telling stories, but I 

6 think one story comes to my mind which is applicable, 

partictxlar17 to Irving Xanarek. 

There Is such au overwhelming amount of evidence 

9 in this case against these defendants, including Ht. Manson, 

16 that it is almost ridiculous,, and yet Irving Xanarek said, 

xz None of the evidence' means anything; nothingisuspicious, 

12 nothing is incriminatingLApnfession, fingerprints? So 

43 'what. Nothing means everytrang. Everything is reasonable:  

0 • understandable. Nothing incriminating. 

15 	 That reminds me, of course, of the gentleman 

16 who comes home early from work one day. He goes into the 

. bedroom and he finds his wire with her negligee on. 

is goes into the closet and he is hanging his coat in the 

19 closet -and he sees a man hiding in the closet. 

20 	 He says: What are :you' dolwihere? 

The man looks up,and says: , ..Sir, everyone 

22 has to be somewhere. 

And T think Irving Xanardk *would agree with. that 

24 man. That is true, everyone does—have -t6 be -somewhere:— 

26 

/5 'There is nothing suspicious about `that. 

Well, that is Irving Eanarek for you, ladies 
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prioapatlemen. ,I think he would say that there is nothing 

incriminating about that. 

Kanalek, in his argument to you folks, not 

only- misstated the evidence, Irving Xanatek went much 

farther than that, ladies and gentlemen. 2021 Maybe the 

proper grammar would be that he went much further than 

that. 

Irving Xanarelvactua4y,cveated and manufactured 

and invented, his own eviden0e.. I 
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6h-1 
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25 

Any connection, ladies and gentlemen, between 

2 Irving Kanarekts version of what happened on these two 

nights of murder and the testimony that came from that 

witness stand has got to be accidental. It has got to be 

accidental. It is one of these mathematical things that 

happens now and then in ligo. Any connection at all is 

Just a mathematical accident. 

By and large, Mr. Kanarek totally blocked 

himself out from the evidence that came from that witness 

stand, and in lieu thereof, he wrote his own scenario of 

what happened on these two rights of "murder. 

The scenario Wasn't based on the evidence that 

came from the witness stand .under Hnath.. It was based on 

Irving Kanateks s pregnant, fertile-world of 'Alice in 

'Wonderland, sprinkled very heavily, .of courses  with just 

plain old wishful thinking on his part. 

17 
	

You know, it is -customary fOr lawyers during 

their arguments to yea to give wings to their imagination. 

It is perfectly tail right, perfectly permissible. 

Mem. Mr: Kanarek was telling you folks what 
oknu.t, 

happened at the Tate residence, actually, I looked at the 

windows in this courtroom and I was 'relieved to see they 

were closed, because if they werent t closed, that man would 

have flown. right out of this courtroom. 

tither _Irving .Katarek has a severe, incurable 

s 

4 

5. 

s 

10 

5,  

21 " 

26 . allergy to--fine evidence that came from the witness stand or 
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he attended a trial that you and I Weren't privileged to' 

attend. 

Maybe after we all went home at night, ladies 
4 

and gentlemen, 'and we were in bed, Irving Kanarek, hand 

In hand with the goblins -- here comes that word "goblins j 

again -- snuck back into this courtroom and conducted his 
7 

own tria.  with marionettes and harlequins, and Irving 

Vag the maestro and conducted the entire proceedings. 

Of course, you can bet your last penny that he 

didn't offer any evidence against Charlie Manson. In fact, 

he erased Charlie Manson's name from the indictment. 

I often wondered why Irving Kanarek had a 

smile on his face every morning then he came into the 

courtroom. Be was intoxicated with the flush of success 

that he had enjoyed throughout the night. 

In fact, last Friday morning, ladies and 

gentlemen 	and this is in the transcript -- Murray 

Whim= will read it back to' you -- last Friday morning, 

believe it or not, here is what Mr. Kanarek said:. 

he said: We were speakling last night about alibi. 

First, he said good morning to you. And then 	

I 
Iiirst--nisitfigztAle were talking about an alibi. 

Well, I hate to bring Mr. Kanarek back into the 

world, of reality, ladies and gentlemen, but in in trial that 

has been taking place in this courtroom during daylight 

hours, the evidence overwhelmingly shows that his client, 
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ate to 	Bianca murders, 
As his Honor will instruct you, you have to 

base yolir, verdict in this case on the evidence that came 

. • 	6 : • " 

,•• 

• 5 'from tha.& ttand. 

Mr,'Itanar4X4s topsy-turvy assertiOn of what 

happened at the Tate-La Bianca residence is'not based on 

one shred ,of evidence, and as he went on he became more 

wild and abandoned in his aesertit640104,00,0614  
A 

At one point he said that `the Los Angeles Police 
0.4.),Ptt Department•Atea at the Spahn Ranch dressed as hippies and 

'acting as informers. 

Do you recall his teaing you. that? 

' Without any evidence to support what he said,. he 

claiMed, for instances  that Linda, Kasabian was outside the 

Tate residence, and when she decided that Charles Matson 

was not. God, she ran into the house to get her knife, 

because she had a strong affinity for the knife. 

. He never bothered to explain to you the connection 

between Zitda deciding'that Manson was not God and going 

into the Tate residence to get her knife. He never 

explained any connection, between the, two. 

.Then he said that Linda was in love' with Tex, 

and Tex was inside the house, and Linda heard something 

coming from inside the house, so she ran into the Tate 

,residence to protect Watson. 

To protect Watson, mind you. 

Sharon Tate, Jay obring, VOityck VrykOwskiO4 
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Of 00Urse, there is nO eVidence at all that 

Linda wrote the word "pig" on the outside of the front door 

of the—Tate residence, but he just baldly came out and said 

that Linda is the one that wrote the word"pig." 

Why did Linda Easabian write the word "pig"? 

Listen to this, according t-4> 	Kanarek, who was apparently 

present thaknigh, 'Listen to what he says: Linda wrote 

the wore 	listen to this 	because ,she saw her 

boy friend., Tex, merCiIessly stab peop104-and out-Of a 

feeling for Tex printed,,. the word ,:1516,,,- 
•  

In other words, Tex Watson is brutally stabbing 

people to death, and somehow Linda ,feels sorry for Tex, 

so she writes "pig" on the front. door. 

,7 

6j 
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-6 

Abigail Folger being brutally, savagely butchered to death 

by Tex, Katie and exiie, and Irving Kanarek says that Linda 

went in there to protect, Tex Watson. 

Then Ni'. Kanarek says that Lihda dropped her knife 

inside the house, and she either wrote "pig" on the front-

door before Qr after she dropped her knife. inside the 

residence. 
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Now, am I suffering from, an intellectual hernia, 

410 	
2. or is Irving Kanarek? I dontt know. 

/ mean, what type of madness is this, ladies and 

4 gentlemen? 

5 

6 inside the 

door. 

Then he said; Maybe tinda dropped her knife 

residence while she wrote the word "pig", on the 

Of course, this would be impossible because 
• 

peopie's 39, the Buck knife, was found on a sofa inside 

m the living room of the Tate residence. So, ,hOw. can she 

n write it there when she is writing "Pig" outside the door 

12 of the Tate residence. 

Impossibilities never bother Irving Kanarek. 

14 	 Then .he said: Linda was probably moving everyone 

15 around at knife point, and GarretSon appeared and chased 

16 Linda away. 

17 	 Do you remember his telling you that? 

zs 	 Why did Tex and Linda go to the Tate residence? 

19 According to Mr. Kanarek, Linda was out of LSD. So her 

20 boy friend Tex took her to the Tate residence to get some 

21 LSD, and apparently Tex felt he may just as well kill 

22  two birds with one stone; and he just somewhat incidentally 

23 murdered the give Tate victims, 

24 	 By the way, ladies and gentlemen, although the 

25 Tate victims were stabbed 102 ' timai and shot seven times 

26 and of course Voityck Frykowski Vas hit over the bead 13 

9 
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6j-2 	times, according to Irving Kanarek, none of these victims 
1 
were murdered. They weren't even killed, ladies and gentleme 

Ilk 	2 
You remember, they just passed away. You remember that, 

3 
they just passed away. He must .have told you that .N) times. 
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Mr. Kanarek said the stab wounds of the Tate 

2 victims show they were inflicted by people under the 

influence of drugs, by drug-crazed people.. 

4 

	

	 , How be can look at these photographs of the 

victims and conclude that I don't know. You'll have to 

ask Irving Kanarek about that. 

Then he wont on to say that the wounds inflicted 

.by drug-crazed people is consistent with the, fact that 

.Linda most likely was under the influence of LSD or mari 

juana on both nights. 

11, 	 You recall he had just told us that Linda was 

12 -oat of drugs and Tex went to the Tate residence with her 

13 to get some' drugs for her. 

14 

	

	 As to the La Bianca murders, Mr. Kanarek ,said 

that Tex, Vatson. and Linda also committed those murders, 

16 and the thongs tied around Leno La Bianca's wrists are 

17 Linda Kasabiani s thongs. 

Re never did get around to telling you why 

19 ex and Linda Tient to the La Bianca residence. I thought 

26 • e was going to say samathing about Linda as a coin 

21' collector, and she and Tex went to the La Bianca residence 

22 o look at some foreign coins, so Tex takes her there and 

23 •nce there Tex decides to kill two birds with one stone, 

24 ..ndilsxx,„ and Mrs. La Bianca. 

25 	 Kanarek vent on and on and on with his 

26 ipe dreall, ladies and gentlemen,as to how these murders 
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were committed. 

Mr, Kanatek for some strange reason believes 

that. Rosemary La Bianca's wallet was found in the men's Nit 

rest-room at the gasoline station at Sylmar. 

12 he turned to page 14,812 of the transcript, 

he would see that Charles Koenig, the attendant, testified 

the wallet was found in the wtman's rest-roam. 

Of course Linda Kasabian testified on page 5,305 

that she left the wallet in the woman's rest-room. 

Irving Komarek said that Linda loved Tex, 
4 

and wants to protect him in anyway she can. 

You remember his telling you that she wants to 

protect Tex because she is in love with Tex,-one of these 

hearts and flowers situations. 

Vell, Linda testified that,Tex Watson shot 

Steven Patent to death, stabbed Voityck Frykowski to death, 

and Linda also testified that Tex was dropped off at the 

La Bianca residence on the night of the La Bianca murders s  

How In the world was Linda protecting Tex 

by that type of testimony? Again you will have to ask 

him about that. 

As you know, one of the principal points of 

Kanarek's argument about who was behind these murders 

was to put the bat on Charles Tex Watson. 

He constantly said that Charles Watson was 

not a follower of Charles Oanson. Be was independent of-, 
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